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Can anyone be
healthy in an
unhealthy \Norld?
By Michael Ventura

The statistics are overwhelming: we're sick.
It's not just that we have the most overweight population in the
West, nor that we have the highest infant mortality rate of any industrialized country in the world. It's not that heart disease is the wor.st
.epidemic since the Plague, nor that one in three Americans Will get
cancer, nor that it's been documented beyond quibbling that most of
this pain could be prevented by more naturally grown food, fewer
chemicals in the environment, less rat-racing and more exercise. It's not
even that our young people, in addition to being the most ignorant, are
also the fattest, the wheeziest, the least physically active and the most
neglected (13 million latchkey children under the age of 14) of any
developed country on Earth.
No, the sickest thing about us is:
That we hear these facts over and over again (the data is undeniable
and has been broadcast for years), yet, as a people, we do nothing.
And we tolerate elected representatives who do worse than nothing,
who collaborate in causing these conditions. Their re-election coffers
bulge with dollars contributed by the same corporations that, in effect,
sell ill health in pretty packages.
So we're not just sick - we' re crazy.
Continued on page 6
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Memories
of warm winter. nights
Gathered 'round the fire at a ski lodge
or lounging by the pool in a tropical paradise.

Pictures bring it home.
30 City Cellle,.. Portland. 772·7296
71 US RI. I. Scarbvro!lRh .883·7363
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S~ing

Into
Spring!
Reader "missed" Djaylan's "message"
I just finished reading l.W. Reisman's angry response (CBW
Views 3.29.90) to Djaylan's letter of the previous week. Apparently
J. W. completely missed her message which was simply "Lighten
up! We only go around once on this merry-go-round of life - enjoy
the ride, as it usually ends before you are ready." It is easy to hide
behind a lot of anger and cynicism, but it takes courage to open
yourself up to others and take chances. Knowing Djaylan, as I do,
she has this courage and I'm sure thather life is much richer than old
J.W.'s as a result. No one can force you to have a super day, but a
gentle reminder thatweall survive our daily crises makes me smile.

~%?cLi~~
Kathy Perkins
Portland

Portland more "vicious" than ever
What a cheery, loving community we have here. I opened my
CBW to find more female/male quarreling, a scathing attack on a
local businessman (Bennie Green) living his own life and then the
climax: "Great Moments in Raoul's History (1990 - Tree closes)."
This is a vicious Portland I've never seen.
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Art is useful

VIDEOP.ORT

It's not difficult to understand Leslie Morison's intent when she
wrote "Useful objects are not often considered art. Paintings and
sculpture have little usefulness." (CBW 3.22.90). Nevertheless if a
member of the art communi ty like Morison hasdifficulty percei ving
the usefulness of art, how can we expect people beyond the art
community to value our work, which includes the art and the art
criticism.
One definition fortheusefulnessof art is that art heals. A person
looking at at painting can easily and often be moved from the place
he or she is to a wider deeper, or sometimes just other place. This
movement, often off of dead center on one's self to a larger reality,
can allow space for personal healing. Translated into English this
means you can come home from work a nervous wreck and sit and
lookat a painting and beat least distracted and at most transformed.
When your thoughts or feelings return to your original problems,
those problems will look different.
When painting, and art in general, is percei ved as a healer just as
a psychiatrist, clergyman, therapy session, medication, herb, ritual,
etc., aTe perceivcdas healers, the the usefulness of art will be self-
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Sherry Miller
Portland

S.S.1. check in the mail?

COMMUNION'
COMMUNION is one man's riveting story of his encounter with the unknown. Millions are
already fascinated lrf the mystery of what happened to Whitley Strieber: who are the
visitors, why did they come and are they still here?

"G1RISIOPHER WALKEN and UNDSAY CROUSE are terrific:' -...... n.om.., I05ANGlliS IlMF5

For the twelfth time I did not receive my Social SecuTity check for
March on time.
I returned from Great Falls, Mont. Feb. 7 and went to the Social
Security Office immediately to change my mailing address from
Great Falls, where I had received my February check on time!
In the past, the Social Security Office here in Portland told me it
took two and one-half weeks to change the address. Fcb. 7 gave the
Social Security Office 21 days to make the change.
After I did not receive my March check when it was due, March
2, I went to the Social Security Office and was given excuses. Then
I went to Sen. George Mitchell's office which is on the same floor to
tell him.
I went back to the Social Security office the next day. It was
crowded - I was #39. When my number was called I was told my
check had beensenttoGreatFalls.lhad to waitonemonthand a half
fOT mv Tanuarv check to be processed so this was an improvement.
Viva Sen. Mitchell's staff. It is entirely because Sen. Mitchell is
Majority Leader in the Senate that 1will not have to wait one month
and a half for my March check.

Display Advertising
Rose Greely, Holly Lynn,
Maureen Magee

Lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
Portland, Maine

VIE WS are opinions. Your views are here, and sometimes ours. Please be brief
when you write, and please include a phone number (which will not be
published) so that we can verify your letter. Mail to: VIEWS, Casco B"'f
Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland, ME. 04102.
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THAI
GARDEN
Authentic Thai Cooking

The finest Thai food in Maine, .
featuring fresh ingredients, fair prices
and quality service. A unique dining
experience to savor again and again.

English Garden Baskets
Bring Spring Indoors with our grape-vine
baskets overflowing with tulip, crocus,
daffodil and hyacinth blooms.

Perfect for Easter!

772-1118

Worldwide Floral Service
Me,na:'y-;,atlJraay 8-8, Sunday 11-3
Maine· 828-2000

ONE CITY: CENTER

•
•

Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
2077756601

Lunch Mon. - Fri. 11:30.3:30
Dinner Sun •• Thurs. 4:30-9:00
Fri. & Sat. 4:30-10:00
Take out & Catering Available

VISA/MC/AMEX

Delivery in Greater Portland

Mogul Media, Inc. publishes
Casco 8"'f Weekly. Entire contents
@ 1990 by Mogul Mediil, Inc.

•Cafe

We Bring You

The World

Of Classics.

Society!

•
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Betty Duimovich
Portland
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Have a
FREE CROISSANT

with your
afternoon coffee
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~ CA/~
'S CHURCH BAKERY
after Ipm

Casco 8"'f Weekly is a member
of the Association of AllernlltWe
Newsweeklies

366 Fore Street, Portland • 773-BAKE

Metropolitan Opera
Saturday afternoons
1:30 p.m.

WPKM

FM 106.3

PORTLAND'S CLASSICAL RADIO
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Introducing the

CHERRY
CONTINUOUS ARM

Crossing guard fires at youth
On Mar. 30, a Portland crossing guard drew a small caliber

WE'VE GOT
REAL JAiz ..

.,~~I?~!1.~,~H~~~W
f"
In the Old Port
332 Fore Street - Portland - 772-8416

You dont bank
where there~s

Why bank
where there~s
• •
annnnnUDl

•
amaxnnUDl

balance?

balance.

semi-automatic handgun from his pocket and fired at a 14-year
old Portland student, missing him.
'The student, Clinton Drake III, told police that an incident on
Mar. 29 foreshadowed the shooting incident. Drake, who is black,
said that h~, h!s white girlfriend and a third friend were shoving
each other Jokmgly as they passed the intersection of Washington
Street and Cumberland Avenueat the bottom of Munjoy Hill near
the 7-Eleven.
"Leave her alone, nigger," said temporary crossing guard
James F. Murphy, according to the police report. Murphy had
been hired by the city through Adams Security Enterprises in
Portl~nd, a security firm filling in to make up for the shortage of
crossmg guards in Portland. Drake's friends were able to restrain
him from crossing the street and confronting Murphy.
But the next day, Drake would not be restrained. He and
Murphy started yelling at one another. According to the police,
Drake crossed the street and when there was roughly six feet
bet:-veen them, Murphy drew the gun out of his pocket, held it at
waIst level, and laughed before firing the gun.
Murphy hit the side of the 7-Eleven. He·tried to fire again, but
the bullet jammed. Police Capt. Edward Googins, who was off
duty but had his radio on and heard the call, picked up Murphy
without incident. Murphy did not have a permit to carry a
concealed gun. He is being charged with attempted murder, a
Class A crime that could land him in jail for up to 20 years.
Drake is back in class at the Portland Rehabilitation Education
Program (PREP) on MoodyStreet,analternativesecondaryschool .
"Clinton is a good boy," said William Shuttleworth, the principal
at PREP. Asked if Drake was confrontational, Shuttleworth replied, "Kids coming here tend to ad vocate for their posi tions. But
that doesn't mean they're confrontational."
Murphy was fired by Adams Security Enterprises; Adams
Security Enterprises was fired by the city.

RWS bags $500,000 to recycle

BONU$
BANKING

The fledgling Maine Waste Management Agency is forking
over $5 million for recycling programs, and Portland's Regional
Waste Systems is snagging $500,000 of it. According to Recycling
Coordinator Carol Eisenberg, RWS will use $312,750 of the money
toward setting up household recycling programs. "We want to
make household recycling available to all residents of the region
by September- through a combination of drop-off and curbside,"
said Eisenberg, who led the drive to sct up the recycling program
on Peaks Island. Upon approval by the its board, RWS will stock
the area of its Greater Portland communities with "between 30
and 40 roll-off containers," which are metal sheds that have
internal walls to separate newspaper, glass, metal and plastic.
RWS also will purchase a truck with separate compartments to
start a curbside program that will be "phased in," said Eisenberg.
The truck will spend a day each in Portland, South Portland,
Scarborough and Falmouth and will whiz away from the curb
with separated stuff from as many as 800 homes a day.
The remaining $187,250 of the RWS grant will go toward a
materials recycling facility in Gorham that chomps wood, trim,
leaves, grass clippings, stumps, and demolition materials to make
fuel and building materials.

Trailways steered away by (BITD

means no minimum balance.
Switch to Casco Northern's Bonus Banking for the freedom
of no-minimum-balance NOW checking. And that's just
part of your Bonus Banking package. Other convenient
features include:
• Free Checks
• Access to ATMs State
and Nationwide
• Higher Interest on
Savings and CDs

•
•
•
-

No ATM Fees
Lower Interest on Loans
Travel Discounts
Shopping Discounts

A simple $6 monthly fee covers everything. So switch to
the bank account that gives you no minimum balance and
more. Open an account at any branch office, or call

A Trailways bus company tried to roll into the Casco Bay Island
Transit District (CBITD) ferry terminal to usc it as a bus station,
but transit district officials told Trailways to hit the road.
"It would have been a good revenue builder," said Pat Christian, General Manager at CBITD, but the transit district board
"thought that the congestion was too much and that for four
months a year it would have created chaos." On Mar. 30 the board
voted against accepting C&J Trail ways of Dover, N.H.
According to Christian, the general manager of C&J, Jim Jalbert, is looking at other spots for a station in Portland, including
a lot it could share with the METRO on MarginaJ Way. "I fccl
badly that Jim can't work it out with us," said Christian, "but I
think he'll make a go of it somewhere else."
If it finds a station, the Trailways line would provide daily
service from Portland to Boston, which presently is done exclusively by Greyhound. And thanks to the month-old Gre.9'hound
strike, there are only three GreyhoundS a day you can catch to
Boston (as long as you don't mind being accosted by picketers).

1-800-88-BONUS
Ouuide ~Iaine: 207-776-7782

Casco Northern Banl<
<@ A Bank of Boston Company
Member FOIC

WEIRD NEWS:
"'Doctors at University Hospital in Amsterdam, Holland, are
piping disco music into incubators to improve the breathing
rhythm of premature babies. The doctors say they started the
technique with Perry Como records, but found infant breathing
was too slow and unable to keep a beat, so they switched to disco.
Roland Sweet/AllerNe!

CHAIR

Council backs off ballot proposal

$195
Near Maine Mall - Across from UPS
OPEN EVERY DAY

Referendum rules rile activists
After getting an earful from angry local activists, the Portland City Council delayed
voting on new rules that would make it much
tougher for local groups to get initiative questions - also known as referendums - on the
Portland ballot.
About 70 neighborhood activists, state lawmakers, and council watchers filled the council
chambers at Portland City Hall on April 2.
Some pointed the finger at Corporation Council
David Lourie, who drafted the amendments.
They complained that Lourie, not an elected
official but an appointed staff member, has too
strong a hand in shaping and implementing
policy.
"I would like to see a new city attorney put
in place who is not trying to implement policy,"
said Alan Caron, a Portland marketing consultant and former president of the Munjoy Hill
Neighborhood Association.
The council was to vote on measures that
would have required interest groups to gather
more than six times the number of Signatures
presently required to go to ballot, that would
have allowed the council to amend citizeninitiated laws in just three years instead of five
years after their passage, and that would have
given the council the power to decide whether
initiatives should be retroactive to before their
passage.
Ironically, the proposed laws stemmed from
a new state law that intended to make the referendum law simpler.
Only in Lewiston and in Portland were
citizens required to go to city hall to sign citizen
initiatives to bring an issue to the voters. The
new law allowed signatures to be gathered
outside of city hall. Sen. Georgette Berube of Lewiston, who sponsored the bill in the Maine
Senate, thought that collecting signatures
exclusively in city hall discriminated against
handicapped and elderly people who couldn't
get to city hall and to people whose schedules
didn't permit it.

Public comment starts early
The council had heard plenty of public comment on the proposed initiative and referendum ordinance even before the first Portlander
stepped up to the podium on April 2. Karen
Sanford, who was instrumental in passing the
1987 working waterfront ordinance, said that
she first noticed the initiative and referendum
ordinance on a city agenda when she was in
city hall at a Waterfront Task Force meeting on
the morning of Mar. 19. When she started to
leaf through drafts of the amendments, the
provisions jarred her.
On Mar. 26, Sanford sent a letter to a dozen
people involved in neighborhood groups and
state government. "We cannot let OUT rights to
take issues to the people be trampled on," she
began, and detailed the proposed changes. On
March 28, Sanford sent a letter to Mayor Esther
Clenott and the rest of the ci ty council concerning the "initiative-gutting package" that would
"squeeze the life and the logic from the citizen
initiative process."
The three councillors in the Legislative Committee - Chairperson Linda Abromson, Thomas
Allen and Cheryl Leeman - had agreed to forward the amendment package to the full
council. But from there reaction to their
constituent's calls, it seemed they didn't understand the implications of the amendments.
"We blew it," confessed Abramson in her
opening remarks, "we made a mistake ... we
thought we were dealing with something very
minor."
Allen added, "It turns out issues were not
thoroughly thought through ... It turns out we

were on the track of doing something we didn't
mean to do."

"The city deserves a new city attorney"
"If we're to believe that the Legislative Committee was hoodwinked," commented Sanford,
"then I think we've got to review how policy is
being made ... (Lourie) is there to advise the
committee."
"I don't believe the problem resides in the
council- it resides in the staff," Caron said
when he stood at a podium before the council.
"I believe the time has come for - and the ci ty
deserves - a new city attorney."
Caron headed out of the chamber a few minutes after he spoke. Lourie left his seat beside
the mayor and buttonholed Caron out in the
brightly lit, tiled hallway. Keri Lord, president
of the Parkside Neighborhood Association,
could be heard in the chamber addressing the
chamber.
Near a water fountain, Lourie spoke to
Caron about "constitutional conditions," of the
complicated process of amending the charter.
He asked Caron who put him up to the call for
resignation.
.
Caron said no one did. Caron's hands were
in his pockets, his eyes meeting Lourie's uncomfortably.
"Thanks for the explanations," said Caron,
"but they just don't wash."
"I think it's real unfortunate that this issue
has been so personalized," said Lourie.
After Lourie returned to the chambers, Caron
said, "He clearly does not like citizens meddling with policy ... he tries to subvert it.
"I believe Linda Abromson and Tom Allen
when they said they were being given bad advice," continued Caron. "I think (Lourie) was
trying to push something through, and he definitely got caught with two big hands in the
cookie jar. I don't wish him ill, but we can't
have him burrowing through city hall."
Caron and Sanford both said Lourie tried to
push through anti-referenda amendments because he was soured that the working waterfront referendum, which he openly opposed,
passed in 1987.
"I did not consider whether the change from
five years to three years would affect the.Waterfront Ordinance," wrote Lourie, in a letter to the
council. "After considering the issue, I believe
that these amendments, if adopted, would
shorten the time during which the council is
prohibited from amending the Waterfront
Ordinance to three years."
Starting over
Three hours later, at the end of a long night,
Mayor Esther Clenott addressed the full city
council chamber. Flanked by City Manager
Robert Ganley and attorney David Lourie, she
said, "Sometimes we ask our staff to suggest
policies. But it is our responSibility to vote on
policies. If we lapse in judgement it is our fault.
I would take any blame that you want to put on
any of our staff members."
The council voted unanimously to table the
item back to the Legislative Committee. The
only thing expected to change now - besides
the state-mandated signature-gathering provision - is a rule that would require about 2)l00
instead of 750 Signatures to get an initiative on
the local ballot. Criticism of that provision
wasn't too harsh at the hearing, as there is a
chance that scoring 2,800 Signatures roaming
around may be easier than dragging 750 people
to ci ty hall.
The final decision on changing the ballot will
be made by the referenda process itself. Portlanders may decide at the polls in November.
Andy Newman

9 Poden Road, South Portland. 775-4312

SWITCHING TO COMPACT DISC?
Sound Alternatives, Portland's newest music store
wants to make the switch easier. We'll pay you $ for
those old albums and tapes. And we offer you a
great selection of low priced CDs.
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We Make
Gift Giving
a Pleasure!
A Touch of Joy will
design and deliver .
Gift Baskets for All
Special Occassions.

Easter Baskets for the Whole Family
$21.99 - $69.99
FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
Delivered anywhere in lhe USA.

10% OFF non-delivered,
non-custom orders!
Show Room: 165 Pickett St.
South Portland, Maine
CaU for our FREE Brochure

ffi

207·799-0838 C!C

PI

Take out also available
Sunday - Thursday 4 pm - 12 pm
Friday & Saturday 4 pm - 1 am
46 Veranda St. Portland

774-2222
"We buy anything worth buying"
Stereos • TVs • Musical Instnunents
Antiques • Guns • VCRs

• • • WE PAY CASH •••
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail...
But now all Gold and Diamonds are

25% Offl

14K Gold $12 per gram
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 772-3932
330 Lisbon SL, Lewiston ·ISS Front S1:., Bath -ISS water St., Augusta

BUY • SELL • TRADE
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MADNESS

TAKE A 60 MINUTE VACATION!
immerse yourself in our

FLOATATION TANK
REDUCE
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8 Picture YourseH: Image & Relaxation Center· 854-1365C

185 PARK ROW

BRUNSWICK, MAINE
•AROUND THE CORNER FROM BOWDOIN
COllEGE, ACROSS FROM THE
BIG GREY CHURCH"
STORE HOURS 9:3G-S:30

A Spring UMI dress by Anne Crimmons.
In bright yellow silk wilh a coordinating
slriped, plealed skirl worn by Calherine
Cluj. An easy lwo-piece, perfect for lhal
summer wedding or special event.
We are showing a good selection of
spring suits and summer skirls wilh
coordinating silk and cotton swealers.
Lots of linen pants, jackels and skirts.
We still have a selection of fall
sweaters, skirts and coats, all at 50% off.
Photo credit: Susan Mills
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weight?

Continued from front page

It's crazy to have had the
information for years, and to
ha..e done next to nothing.
We're so dazed we can't
seem to take in two congruent
facts. One: the United States is
the least healthy major industrialized nation. Two: the
United States is the only major
industrialized nation without
nationalized health care. The
American people, their
government, insurance
companies and the American
Medical AsSOciation act as
though these two facts have
nothing to do with each other.
Which is to say, the politicians
are killing us because they
don't want to make waves; the
insurance lobbies are killing
us because nationalized health
care would gut their power
base; the doctors are killing us
because they want to die rich;
and we're killing ourselves by
letting these bastards get
away with killing us.
We can't seem to see what's
in front of our eyes. When
asked, as a people, to describe
ourselves, we give dysfunctional answers, answers that
are contradictory·and/ or
don't correspond to reality.
On the first day of the
19905, the results of a nationwide poll were published.
According to the poll, "only 5
percent of Americans consider
themselves to be in poor
health" - despite massive data
to the con trary.
In that same poll, 89
percent claim to be "satisfied"
with "the way life is going,"
although 25 percent feel
unsafe walking alone at night,
half keep a gun, and "one in
10 reported that they or a
member of their household
has been the victim of a
serious crime in the past
year."
During the '80s, as reported
in USA Today, handguns
alone killed more than 75,000
Americans. That's half again
as many as died in Vietnam.

In 10 years of a shooting war,
fewer Americans got shot dead
than during 10 years of "peace"
in their cnun country. Yet 89

Don't!
Safe, rapid medically
supervised weight loss is a
phone call
away. End the
r
weight ... call 761-9410
extension 144 for the next
free orientation schedule.

CENTER
an HMR Fasting Program

550 Forest Avenue - Suite 201, Portland

percent claim to be satisfied.
This poll describes, albeit unintentionally, a dysfunctional
population - a population incapable of connecting the
dots.
People who can't describe
themselves can't change. (At
least not conSCiously.) All of
which may be connected to
the scariest statistic of all,
parroted proudly by Walter
Cronkite on a recent special
celebrating the 50th year of
television: "In this country we
do more TV watching a day
than anything else except
sieep."
Take that in. As a people,
we watch TV more than we
work, more than we play,
more than we talk, more than
we walk, more than we have
sex, more than we do anything
except sleep. Watching TV
and sleeping constitute the
bulk of our collective life.
What is such a people loyal
to? What can such a people
believe in? What can such a

people contribute? Is it so surprising that these are the unhealthiest people in the developed world? And the dumbest? (Last October, 55 percent
of college seniors miserably
flunked a test on "basics" designed for 17-year-olds.) Will
history one day describe us as
a culture that lulled itself,
technolOgically, into a state of
trance - a trance so deep that
the culture could no longer
make sense of the information
crucial to maintain itself?
This is where you have to
start when you talk about
health in America: that, when
compared to much of the
world, we have become a
physically weak people, in a
plagued environment,
suffering from a self-induced
state of severe dysfunction.
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FREE CLASS
Sunday April 8 1-2:30 p.m.

Spring Session
April9-June 15

Introduction 10 Tal-Chi Chuan
Tuesdays 7-8 p.m.

The

Yoga
Center

Buildin 1A, Thorn son's Point, Portland

DON"T BUY IT"
BORROW IT!
Does your water taste funny?
There's no need to BUY water filter
equipment, just borroV( it from us_
;(;0.. ........""'-- ~~o-.-- c-Gi..-

BEVERAGE PROFESSIONALS, INC., 353-8719

Specter no. 1: drugs
Fact: Dr. Ronald K. Siegel,
author of "Intoxication," has .
been quoted as saying that tobacco kills 1,000 Americans
per day. New information
suggests that figure may be
low. Current research on the
lethal effects of "indoor
pollution," primarily tobacco
smoke, may drive the statistics
much higher.
Yet tobacco, though medically addictive, is a legal drug.
Advertised. Sold freely. Still
accepted in most places as a
social institution. The movement against smoking grows
stronger every year, but Cigarette sales are still brisk. Another little-known fact is that
Americans die every year
from prescription-<irug
"problems."
Doctor prescribes a drug,
patient takes the drug, and
zap. Either one of these
figures (365,000 tobacco
casualties, 125,000 prescription-drug mistakes), much
less the two figures combined,
describe many, many more
than the total number of
people killed by heroin, crack,
coke, PCP, handguns and
AIDS yearly.
Many studies suggest that
it's the very illegality of drugs
that causes the trouble. If
drugs weren: t illegal, the
crime rate would dip way,
way down. Prescription drugs
are more fatal, alcohol is as
degenerative, and tobacco is
far more fatal and degenerative. Why, then, the terrible
fear of the illegal, mindaltering drugs? Plainly the society, at least as expressed by
its government, doesn't want
minds to alter.
That's the crime as the society sees it; and thus far it's
been willing to tolerate the
worst levels of violence and
imprisonment in Western
social history in order to insist
that mind-altering is criminal.
Is this, or is this not, collectively dysfunctional: creating
conditions of massive violence
in order to eradicate a nonviolent practice? Is American
society so uncertain of its own
concept of "mind" that it's
literally driven crazy by any
other state of mind? And must
all of our lives be disrupted by
this institutionalized insecurity?
Remember that massive
drug use is an American
problem.
Continued on page 8

Portland's wellness program: working out?
If a Portland city employee rides a stationary bicycle, jogs in place and sweats in the
sauna atThe BayClub24 times in three months,
the membership fee will be reimbursed by the
city's health insurance. This is one of the bene'
fits in the city's well ness program.
Wellness prograrnsmushroomed during the
'80s, the decade of workout videos, Lycra and
skyrocketing medical costs. About one in four
major companies now have some sort offitness
program. Locally, UNUM, Hannaford Brothers and L L Bean have fitness facilities.
Stephen Anderson, wellness coordina tor for
the city, says that Portland is one of only a few
municipalities with suchan extensive program
in place. "We're offering people who are underpaid working in this public sector a real nice
benefit," says Anderson.

Stili waiting for the numbers
Portland' s Employee Heal th Program (EHP)
was started in 1984 with a budget of $49,000 as
a way to control rising medical costs. "We
recognized if we keep employees healthy we
could save money," says Ti m Honey, who was
city manager at the time.
Much fanfare surrounded the program's
unveiling: Cardboard characters were placed
by city hall elevators encouraging people to
use . the stairs; 41 units of blood were drawn
from city employees' veins and donated to the
American Red Cross; and 52 other exhibits and
events took place.
George Hamilton, the program director of
the EHP back in 1984, told the press then that
there was no hard data on the savings of good
health, "but we are sure there will be those kind
of figures in a year."
Six years later, there are still no figures.
The yearly average number of sick days per
city employee has stayed between seven-anda-half and nine since 1983. "Even though we've
instituted a wellness program there doesn't
seem to be a substantial change in our sick time
usage," says Carlene Kessler, an administrator
who counts things like sick days.
Likewise, there have been no substantial
changes in the number of worker's compensation claims or regular medical health claims
filed since the wellness program began. "It's
too bad we can't point to something," says risk
manager Frank Greslick. He says that there are
no numbers to support the benefit of the wellness program, but justification comes from "a
feeling that you get a return on the program."
The City of Portland is not alone in coming
up empty handed trying to prove that their
well ness program saves money. A recent New
York Times article on corporate fitness programs found only inconclusive results on the
cost-effectiveness of fitness programs.
"r read the trade journals," says Sharon
Mylecraine, benefits manager for the city. "No
one has ever been able to quantify the effects of
an employee well ness program."
Anderson nonetheless is unswerving in his
belief that the well ness program is successfuL
"The savings is really astronomicaL But not
hard facts you can write down on paper," he
says. Rather, he relies on what people who
participate in the well ness program tell him.

"If we can help someone change their lifestyle
we're probably going to save someone a lot of
money in medical expenses. We just can't predict tha t," he says.

Jumping in at the Bay Club
There hasn't been as much hoopla since
1984, but the program has grown.
The hallway to the EHP offices is scattered
with pamphlets, plastered with posters on high
blood pressure, stress, jogging, ea ting disorders. A few strides away there is a Pepsi machine and a junk food vending machine.
Anderson, the wellness coordinator, has an
office up there. Trim and soft spoken, with a
small trophy on his bookshelf and a pair of
weights in the comer of his office, Anderson is
the person city employees come to see about
starting a fitness program.
Employees have to fill out a 21-question
Health'Risk Appraisal form before participating in the fitness or incentive program. Employees self report on their exercise, eating and
drug habits. No physical examination is done.
Anderson then makes a referral to one of the
fitness facilities and if the employee goes the
required number of times within the allotted
amount of time the fees will be reimbursed.
There are three health clubs where participation is reimbursed 100 percent by the city's
health insurance. There are another 10 facilities
that are reimbursed either 50 percent or 100
percent. Anderson made 458 referrals to these
l3 facilities last year. He guesses that about one
third of city employees participated in the program last year.
From September 30, 1988 to October 1, 1989,
$9,298 worth of working out was reimbursed
by insurance. Already from October 1, 1989 to
March 1, 1990, $13,134 worth of working out
has been paid for by insurance. Anderson attributes this jump to the addition of the Bay
Club last fall to the list of 100 percent reimbursable clubs.
Along with these fitness benefits, there is an
incentive program to give an extra health kick
to city employees. Between $1,500 and $2,000
has been spent each of the past several years to
buy mugs, t-shirts, sweatshirts and other in.
centives to reward employees who lose weight,
wear seatbelts, exercise and don't smoke.
"We're continually';:ewarding employees for
participating in healthy life styles," says Anderson.

Your Feet
Never Felt
This Good
Some people call them a walking
miracle. Whatever you call them, if
you knew what they felt like, you'd
be wearing them now.

Bil'kendo«k'

wal lca)'*l11 t
337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine. 207-773-6601
Huge inventory, expert fitting, maiforder nationwide, complete repair service.

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

"People can't afford to be sick"
The wellness program survived the recent
budget go-round with only a few minor scrapes
- a sign that the program is deemed worth the
money spent on it. Anderson foresees that in
the '90s, any company with 500r more employees will have some sort of a fitness program.
"People can't afford to be sick," he says. He
adds that because of the economy people may
not be able to afford vacations and entertainment so they'll turn to physical activities and
family outings. Anderson also makes a largescale connection: "Being more concerned with
individual well being goes hand in hand with
taking care of the Earth."
Kelly Nelson
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ehiropractic therapy
pro"'PtAJll, PM and
weekeiul appoimment.

Angel Chiropractic Center
Dr. Ted Angel
839-2626
28 State St
intersection or
RTe.25&1l4
Gorham ME
Portland Chiropractic
Natural Health Center
Dr. Karen Danko DC, ND
t.oItowlic duroproctic
IlGhIropat.lt.y

475 Stcvcn. Avc
Portland ME

772-5131

('onnseling
Lisa Bussey

MA,

CEDT

for eating and
body image issues

232 St. John St
Suite 220
Portland ME

e ollnSt' ling
Graham Reaves, MA
individual & group therapy
for adults working toward
.elf-esteem, growth, & creativity

Windham

797-0202

Back Cove Counseling Center
Victoria Zavasnik Ph.D.
lie. substance ahuse therapiat
527 Ocean Ave
Portland ME

775-6598

Coastal
.•ub.~. ~bw.
•
manJal & family ...UtU
Counselmg .exual dy.functioTU
Associates
adults, adolescents, children
535 Ocean Av~
all insurance
Portland ME
accepted

M. Elizabeth Conley
Registered Art Therapist

871-0032

Caroline Loupe, MA
Registered Dance Therapist
Individual & Group P.ycholherapy
cla..u in Tai Chi Chu(Ul

284-9594

adults, children,
gift certiflC.atc$
available

issues of self-esteem
2 Custom House Wharf
772-6892
Portland ME

individual, group and couple.

trealment for addiclions, ACOA
iuue.s and co-dependency

WORK HARDER
Jessica Lockhart
Personal Trainer
879-9113

Healerf[ntuitive Therapy
338 Fore St
Portland ME

772-7532

Cbristina Lyons
massage Iherapist
rctaxation treatm.enllt for women in
a convenient Well End location

AMTA
member

Jungian based
Therapy for Women
799-4927

222 St. John St
Portland ME
New England Life Care
Home Health Services

Pine Point

Scarborough

883-1654

Rebccca J. Stephens
massage Iherapist

Charlene Telenar
massagc therapist
member AJ\ITA
1711 Congre.. S.
3rd noor Suite 305
854-3943
Portland ME

New [mages Therapist
LindclI Thigpen

774-3175

yoga
Portland Yoga Studio
Elaine & Francis McGillicuddy

62 Avalon lld
Portland ME

797-5684

hypnotherapy

life
lIaan increa.U1g it. speed H
Lo

9 ,..
758-9 1 a

therapeutic massage
by appointmem

767-3933

,uITA

Judith Wolf
Jaqueline Smith
Who listie Practioner.
of
Ma••• ge Therapy

Cbristina A. Baucr
profe.sional therapeutic manage for

761-1974

Portland ME

Teaching hard-worlcing, atre ..ed out
adult. how to have fun withou.t Jhe lUG
of money, alcohol or expensive
electronic gadgeu .ince 1989.

For workshop info contact;
Toby Simon 774-7224

NEW ENGLAND

success!
"1'1r.erw is more

WorQhopA for non-profit asencie.,
private busine..cs, corporationll,
church grOUp8 and
community organizations.

775-4010

member

Robert W. Klotz, Jr.

8 different kind of AlreM management
worbhop for employeet.

certified massage therapiat

Sue L. Timpson

Aduh, Children, Infants
Prenata1lPostpa¥fWn
SwediJJDeep TIMUe • Arom.aJ.herapy

FAMILY INS1ITUTE
Now taking applications
for 1990f1991
lntensive Weekend Training
in
Integrative Systemie Therapy
765 Congress St
Portland ME

871-1000

Stress Reduction Workshops
Guided Vi8ualization
Personal Empowerment

Attitude Adjustment
group tuld individua.l

Sue Redkey

775-3577

Gift Certi{r.cate.
AMTA Certified

799-0003

WAY OF WOMEN

CrisLina Christensen RN, BS

Seven Wcddy cI..oeo exploring ano.m
practioco and wiodom at women '" a-eale
an experience of the divine woman within.
Call. 7994927 for broclwre

Therapeutic Massage Assocjates
Uaerapeulic louch, energy work,
accupressure (Jin Shin Do),

Jungian booed Therapy for Women

Kathleen McKuMi, MA

facial ma.-age

222 SI.

John S.
Portland ME

workshops available

774-2550

Willow Femmechild RN, CPT

.elf-e.teem, relaliomhip.
andACOA is.ue.
individual. couple",) group,

PolarityTherapy

772-1896

Danforlh St
Portland ME

158

THE ART OF PLAY

i.v., respira.tory & Mspi'tUequipment

Carrie Peterson MA, MS

23 West St
Portland ME

Structural Tntegration Practitioner-

Specter no. 2: AIDS

by appointment

Kathleen McKuai MA

Robert Coughlin, M. Ed.
Certified Rolf Therapiat

bodywork for healing and weU-b.ing

by appointment

874-2932

In Europe, and in most of
the rest of the world, a tiny
percentage of the society uses
drugs, and the crime rate is
minuscule in comparison to
that of the United States.
America is the drug market.
Americans use the drugs
partly to get into other states
of mind, and partly as a
desperate reaction against the
general dysfunction of their
society; and their society responds - through its institutions, dysfunctionall y against all the studies, against
all the data, i.e., against
reality, and creates a situation
ultimately much more
dangerous to its people and its
institutions than the use of .
mind-altering drugs could
ever be.
This is madness. This is a
society putting itself at risk for no reason. Who can speak
of "health" (or "wellness") in
a society like this?

This is healthy?

Wellness index:

llem'ollluscular therapy
Annie Bertland NMT
neuromuscular therapy
an answer to pain
by appointment

Statistically, it's unlikely
that AIDS will ever equal
heart disease as a killer. Yet
the causes of heart disease are
comparatively easy to tend. So
why did it take the heartdisease activists the better part
of a century to create the level
of awareness that the AIDS
activists have created in less
than a decade? Because when
you think "heart disease," you
don't think "sex."
Remember that tobacco
kills a thousand Americans
per day.
If AIDS were killing a thousand Americans per day (in
1988 the figure averaged
about 80 per day), the country
would be in a state of total
hysteria. Every newscaster
would knell the previous
day's death figure - a little
higher or lower than a thousand. Everywhere people
would be horrified into sexual
paralysiS by "the Plague." Billions would be spent on
research.
I suspect that, as has happened during many of
history's plagues, people
would need a scapegoat, and
that gays, artists and bohemians in general would be
mobbed and murdered
everywhere - would, in fact,
feel lucky if they were only
penned up by a government
that had suspended all civil
rights for the duration of the
emergency. For few would
question that the random and
premature deaths of a thousand people a day constitute
an emergency.
1 don't mean to minimize
the horrors of AIDS. Especially if you've done some
walking on the wild side, you
can't have a persistent cold
without feeling some real fear.
And 1 won't pretend to comprehend how it must feel to be
part of a community that's
been decimated, and for
whom friends' deaths have
become part of the fabric of
life. But I think AIDS strikes
the imagination as viciously as

772-0965
Continued on page 10

Union Station
Fitness Depot
The Total Health and Fitness Center

Amount Americans spent per day on health
care In 1987: $1.4 billion.
Number of Americans who do 'not have
health Insurance: 32.8 mll\lon.
Percentage of U.S. population that does not
have health Insurance: 16.
Number of Americans
killed by cigarette
smoking between 1964
and 1987: 6 million.

April is Tax Month
-Get a Return
on Your Health!
-Take a Health Break!

~GOJ!:,~!IJ
'J,,\
.,
46 Market Stteet '
Portland

774-5246

•

VOLCANO
CHICKEN
SANDWICH

TAX YOUR

BICEPS
NOT YOUR

POCKETBOOK

Take a $15 DEDUCTION on a 3 month
~
membership when you join NOW (only $65) ..... aJ
Check out the best tanning
rv.
prices in town (12 tans for $30) ............................ ~
Open Seven Days a Week .................................

Fresh Chicken Breast
Charcoal Broiled,
smothered in our Unique
Sweet-Hot Volcano Sauce,
and served on our
home-made bread with
salad & french fries.

$5.25

KI

Number killed by military
operations durIng the
same period: 60,000.

Rank of the tobacco Industry as print and
billboard advertiser: 1.

How To Trim

Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials

Tired of
the Hospital Shuffle?

Haddock with a Roasted
Green Pepper Sundried
Tomato

Rate at whIch Americans are Injured In
alcohol-related traffic accidents:
every minute.

Relish

Served with a small salad and
orga nic saffron brown rice or

Amount spent by tobacco Industry on
advertising In 1988: $656 millIon.
Amount spent on advertising by beer, wine
and liquor manufacturers In 1988:
$1.3 billion.
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First Atlantic Building·

879 .. 9114

775-2190

home health cal'e

the promotion oflteolth and weUne..
77~149

I'olf tllel'apy

797-8180

Congress St
761-9096
Portland ME

24 Victor lld
Portland ME

773-1346

by appointment only

healing

~ 77

Barbara Loewenherg-lrlandy, MA
Certified Reality Therapist

/apane.e Eruorgy Balancilyr
for relaxation and weU-being

774-6876

Health Educator
HypnotherapiAt
Muaage Therapiat WeUne.IJ Conlluhant

Intown Counseling Center
Lucy C. Chudzik

Heiki Practitioner

reduce stress and improve health

1-800-322-5669
Human
142 High S•.
Sui'e 535
Development
Portland ME
Consultants
772-0664
Bette Katsekas Ed.D
Diane Lemay Ed.D

Certified 2nd degree

ma",age· sport. m..a5sage

relaxing bodywork
balancing of body, mind,
emotiom & spirit

Donna Gacelta MS
individua/.$, couple3, ltmaU grOUP!

Kristen Erico

799-8298

874-1045

799-1024

I'eiki healin"
.,..

by appointment

Elizabeth London
massage therapist
swedi~

773-DIET

infanl.~

Rosalie Byrer

and Croups
Birch KnowUs
C.pe [i;ube.h ME

449 Forest Ave
Portland ME

JOYCE L. LAROU
member AMTA certified

r.. mily therapy

Pa6lorol Counseling for
Individuals, Couplei and Familie.
Consulting for Organisations

The Diet Center

Jeanette Scbmid-Lakari
polarity therapy

f'ilne,.,,.,

affected by alcohol & other drug.

Dwinell & Hall
Michael Dwinell, M. Div.

The Weight Loss Professionals

871-8274

Day One
for
Youth & Families
839-6190

Saco

879-1555

one on one jitrwss

r elll identiolirealmeni

walk in balance wilh life

6pedalising in children'. i.llues

Carole B. Curran

counselor hypnotist
psychic

Kimball Heallh Center
Beth Koehler
therapeutic massage
polarity therapy

ereath t' m'b tllel'apy

individual and group

775-7927

nutrition

•

Yu kon gold new potatoes_

Walk-in Medical Care

INTOWN HEALTH
693 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND, ME 04101

871-8080

$9. 25
O ne of ten new entrees under $10

TIlE

Personal Attention
Lab & X-Ray Facilities
No AppOintment Necessary
Cholesterol Screening
Open Mon, - Frl. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Dr.Wiliiam Houston
Dr. Roberta Gerson
Dr. Steven Blythe

WEQT
~u CJIDE
Qt: ,~rAUQAIi · 1

58 Pine Street 773-8223

Gallons of pure alcohol sold In the U.S. per
person per year: 2.6.

Bpeak into Mountain Biking
without Bpeaking the Bank.

~~d~:~
;p,'(If,rlt4'ts

Servings of
Coca-Cola consumed
each day by Americans:
559 millIon.

ft~

• Odor
• Iron
• Ta.t.
• Hardness
• Mangan •••

Percentage of school-age children who are
overweIght: 25 percent.
Most popular cosmetic surgery performed In
1988: liposuction.

Number of AIDS-related deaths reported
from June 1981 through November 1989:
68,441.

Sources: U.S. Health Care Financing Administration, U.S . Bureau of
the Census, Amerimn Heart Association, "Your Good Health,"
Harvard University Press, U.S . Surgeon General's Report, University
of Californuls "Berkeley Wellness Letter," Advertising Age, Center for
Science in the Public Interest, U.S. Department of Transportation ,
Centers for Disease Control, Coca-Cola USA, New England Mediml
Center, American Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons, The
Universal Almanac. All facts apply to the United States unless
otherwise specified.

If you have
problem
water •••

NOW ONLY

lJ/\/IfI'1E1J1\. Alpina Trail ••••••

$369
S435

lAC*Y~CY'CLE

WE CAN HELP YOU
The most complete line of watffr con ·

dltlonlng equ'pment for rental or

purchose ,

WATER TRIATMENT EQUIPMENT CO,

u.s. Route One, P.O . Box 194
Yarmouth, Me. • 846·5061
1-800·328-7328

76 Portland Street, Po r tland , Maine (207) 773-6906

ftAmeriCan Heart
V AsSOCiation
calfskin boot made in portugal in black and brown - $56 ______ '--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-1
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Natural Foods Market
Saturday Samples
April 14

Continued from page 8

*

*

*

Sample our Natural Foods
entre~s
desserts
snacks
and specials from Encore Turkey Farm
Come in &. delight your taste buds and body

*

*

*

537 Shore Road· Cape Elizabeth· 767-2803
Mon ..Tues., Sat. 9:30-6 . Wed.-Fri. 9:30-8 • Sun. 8-4

NO

INITIATION

FEE••• EVER!
& ~n~;· $19

• Swimsuits
• Heavy Hands
Weights
• Exercise Clothing
for women and men
• Workout Bags
and fanny packs

full
membership

CO-ED

SELF DEFENSE
6 Week course starts April 16
Enjoy Portland's friendliest & most convenient fitness center! We have
the eqUipment and amenities you want

AT A PRICE YOU CAN LIVE WITH!!

PortlandARege cy
HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT

871-7054

PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND

Pasta is
Perfect!

• LOW IN FAT· LOW IN CHOLESTEROL
LOW IN SALT
• LOW IN CALORIES (ONLY ISO/CUP!)
IlIGlI ENERGY & GREAT TASTE!

Check out our varieties of Pasta and Homemade Sauces
to cook at home in 5 minutes!

\

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30

THE ALCOHOL

INSTITUTE

AT MERCY HOSPITAL
For the treatment of alcoholism and other
chemical dependencies since 1983
The first hospital based residential treatment
program in Southern Maine

Our program for adults and adolescents includes:
• Screening and Diagnosis
• Detoxification and Evaluation
• Residential Rehabilitation
-Fa
Under thc medical direction of Stanley J. Evans, M.D.
For additional information call 774-1566

658 Congress Street • Portland, Maine • 774-1235

~ MERCY HOSPITAL
144 SI;U" Street,

M.ine 04101

it does the body, not because
it's a difficult death (rare is the
death that is pretty or easy);
nor because it tends to fell
people who are still comparatively young (so do cancer
and heart disease, now, and
with far greater frequency);
and certainly not because of
the numbers of dead.
No, AIDS has become
mythic among us for three
reasons: there's as yet no
reprieve; it doesn't hit you
alone, but threatens your most
precious intimates; and
conceptually and phYSically,
AIDS combines three things
that stir up Americans like
nothing else - sex, death and
homophobia.
If AIDS were caused, say,
environmentally, or genetically, would it have become
mythiC? A reasonably cautious heterosexual's chance of
contracting AIDS is far, far
less than one in three, which is
his/her chance of getting
cancer. I am not suggesting
reckless behavior, but I am
saying that, for people who
are not high-risk, what's behind the panic over AIDS is
that it's a convenient way to
mask and act out fears that
have deeply infected them all
their lives - sex, death and
homophobia.
Not to mention the almost
equally potent fear of freedom: fear of AIDS serves.the
many people who want to run
back to the culture's old
strictures because they're
frightened of their own
psyches.
In this way, AIDS (to paraphrase Susan Sontag) is disease-as-metaphor as much as
disease-as-virus. And, as a
metaphor, as a channel of our
worst fears, it infects people.
So, among those who aren't
high-risk, the perception of
AIDS is dysfunctional.
Statistically, they're in far
more jeopardy from prescription drugs, tobacco and fatty
foods - but they feel a good
deal more threatened by sex.
Not to mention being
threatened by having to admit
that no matter how much exercise you get, no matter how
well you eat, no matter how
much money you ha ve, you
are very certainly going to die.
And it's probably going to
hurt. A lot.
Other cultures have found
paths toward dignity in the
face of these inevitable facts. I
don't know whether their
practices made dying any
easier, but they seem to have
made living more meaningful.
In American culture, we find
the facts sort of .shameful. As
we get older we feel not that
our bodies are doing what
they're naturally supposed to
do, looking like they're
supposed to look - we feel our
bodies have l:5etrayed us
somehow.
We walk around as though
we've been made some sort of
promise that we can defy the
laws of life and death - if we
believe the right things, or eat
the right things, or do the
right things, or make enough
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money.
Most of us aren't going to
get AlI*), but all of us are
terrified at what it makes us
think about. AIDS charges at
our psyches like a dragon and
gobbles those illusions and
vomits them all over our
insides as we sleep. Aren't we
lucky we can cloak all that
fear in one word: AIDS.
But to do that, to cloak such
core issues in fears that are not
statistically very rational - is,
uh, dysfunctional. Makes you
crazy. Makes me crazy. And,
as I've said, we're crazy
enough.
How much crazier can we
get? What can be the meaning
of "health" in a world where
so much craziness overlaps?

Hiding In health
It was Hemingway who
gave us the idea that in a
morally bereft world, style can
function as a kind of ethic,
and beauty can pass for grace.
And many Americans treat
health as something primarily

aesthetic.
TIUs is a weirdly attractive
dysfunction, but it's unlikely
that treating health as fashion
is ultimately good for one's
grasp of reality. And how can
you be truly healthy without a
reasonable grasp of reality?
When you see "health" in
that frame - and frame it
further by the general, and
often lethal, dysfunctions of
America - then you see that
much of the health movement
is essentially a cosmetic.
People hide in their health the
way they hide in their money
or their beauty or in any other
of the fragile belief structures
that shield them, temporarily,
from the general dysfunction.
Many "health" club advertisements in this and other
papers imply that bright
bodily health can shield you
from other reali ties. And can
give you something even
more illusive: an identity. Not
that it's not good to feel good.
Not that I shouldn't stop
smoking (I'm as dysfunctional
as anybody) and drinking. I
should certainly try to learn to
sleep. But then what would
my M.D., my therapist and
my chiropractor-kinesiologist
do for a living?
The point is that your very
own bright bodily health, as
rosy and satisfying as it may
be, is yet a brittle casement for
a fragile life in a world that
will get more chaotic, lots
more, before it calms down.
One person cannot be
healthy, not really, in a world
where so many are so ill and
so mad. There can be no
health, then, without fundamental, structural change,
because any private health is
threatened constantly, on
every level, by the general
dysfunction.

The health of Earth
Meanwhile, beneath our
feet, the Earth slowly dies.
There is no way around the
fact that we are involved with
each other. It is still one of the
greatest expressions of our
language, a truth the rest of
the world is remembering
though we seem to have
forgotten it in our shared
trance, namely John Donne's
''No man is an island ... any
man's death diminishes me,

because I am involved in mankind. Therefore send not to
know for whom the bell tolls.
Ittolls for thee."
It would be lovely to stop
there - because that would
put the entire problem in our
hands, and, as shaky as our
hands may be, it would be like
a Frank Capra film to think
that we could change things if
only we could learn to care.
Except that we've infected
the planet itself. It has a fever.
Its fever is called "the greenhouse effect." I've read
enough to be more convinced
than my President that it
exists, and that it's going to
change everything. (The six
wannest years on record are
1988,1987,1983,1981,1980
and 1986.) It's such a huge
thing that it might not matter
at all whether or not Bush is
convinced.
If the negative feedback effect has cut in, it's already too
big to do anything about. In
that case, in 20 years the sea
will have risen, and many
coastal urban centers will look
like a cityscape of blowing
sand and submerged streets.
All that real estate you
thought would sustain you in
your old age? You may spend
your old age begging for food
in a refugee camp in Canada.
And the homeless whose eyes
you've avoided will be
cackling at you from up there
in Homeless Heaven.
Do you know what even a
mild greenhouse effect is
going to do to your country,
your beauty, your health, your
life? The Worldwatch Institute
reported tha tin 1985, for the
first time, "America ate more
food than it grew." Can you
make time to comprehend
what that means when
combined with the greenhouse effect?
The planet probably
doesn't mind. To the planet it
may be less a fever than a
ripple of hyperactivity, a
flush, a blush, a hard-on. (It's
Father Earth as well as Mother
Earth, I'm sure.) Perhaps the
planet could care less. It may
even be enjoying itself. We
have no idea and no way of
knowing. (Anyway, we're
made of the planet, we're just
the planet on two legs, so who
knows what the planet's
doing? It may be as crazy as
weare.)
Still, and despite our ignorance in such matters, the
point cannot be understated:
an individual's health cannot
be disengaged from the society's, and the society's health
cannot be disengaged from
the planet's. And until we
accept these facts - nobody
can say truly that they are
healthy. Not without cutting
themselves off in a very unhealthy manner from level
upon level of reality. To be
physic?lly.astute and psychologically tended, yet morally
insulated and conceptually
blind - is to be crazy, not
healthy. To the point where
our very concept of "health"
becomes just feedback screech
in the generally dysfunctional
cacophony.

U
ROBERT THOMAS SECURITIES, INC.
Member NASD/SIPC

announces
the opening of its new office
at
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Yout' home is
het'e in the Woods.

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.

This beautiful 30 acres in Windham
provides swimming pool and tennis
on ~e courts! Cathedral ceilings and
skylights, Cully applianced kitchens,
2 zone "oil" beat, choice of carpet &
tile, 2 bedrooms plus 3rd noor loft
and a full ba-sement make these townhouses your home in the Wood •.

Very
afTordably
priced
from

$69,200$71,300
Call
Diane O'Reilly
atH........ Rulty

lill81Pi1UImmIW No other radio
station in Portland offers you
thevarietyoftalk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that became the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
information? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

758-5630
772-1010

,~1·~

~BOO){8

146 Ucean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & Oul-of-Prinl Books
We buy books, lOO.

SPRING IS HERE!
Portland's NewsJTalk Station

Michael Ventura is a staff writer for
L.A. Weekly, in which this essay first

Jay York

Isn't it time to look al our
plant & garden hooks?

..-

Stop in for a few minutes
or browse for hours.
Enjoy!

.

Brunswick or at the door. For
more information, call 725-4871.
• Things that go bump in the
night: A one-man show, "Stage
Fright ... stories of the macabre,"
brings out the midnight fear.
Lewis Alessio reads selections
from Stephen King, Edgar Allen Poe, Aesop, Anton
Chekhov, Jack Finney
and Mark
Twain as the
characters appear and words
come alive. The
spooky effects
the show are designed
by magician Lee FaUlkner. The
ghouls come out for one performance at 11 p.m. at

Spooks: See
April 16.

Omar and the Howlers: See
April 5.

Bluegrass Band,
Ginger Mae &
Maine Country
Transits and AI
Hawkes & The
Nighthawks play at
The Roost in Buxton.
Showtime is 1-5 p.m.
Tickets are $5 in advance
(available at The Roost, and
Buckdancer's Choice and
Starbird Shoppe in Portland),
and $6 at the door. Children six12 years old are admitted for
half price; children under six are
free.
• Bluegrass boogie and Texas

• Pianist Gary Hammond and
• As the spring thaw apsoprano Joanne Low perform a
proaches ... Eleanor Ames .
benefit for the Tedford Shelter
discusses Maine parks and the
for homeless adults and families
current effo,ts to restore these
in Brunswick. Hammond
historic landscapes. The lecture
performs Schumann's Sym"The Olmstead Legacy: Revitalizing Maine Parks," part of
phonic Etudes and Chopin's A
Flat Polonaise. Low joins
Greater Portland Landmarks
Hammond in a performance of
architectural series, is held at 7
p.m. in St. Luke's Cathedral
three songs by Schumann and
selections from Broadway musiParish Hall,.Park Street, PortCUrt\s Little Theater at The
·cals. The concert
land. Admission is $5 for memCen~r for The Arts, 804 Washbers of Greater Portland Landingtdtl St., Bath. Tickets are $5
marks, $6 for non-members. For
~--I:--"per I'frson or $8 per couple. For
more information, call 774-5561.
'I~n't&;lfi:t!: mOT information, call 442-8455.
• The roots of pop art: Robert
C1-~----C_a.;
Rauschenberg's assemblage
"Bed," which consisted of an
old quilt and pillow mounted
on a board and splattered with r-It--""'~
red paint, jarred the art world
in 1958. His friend and fellow
artist, Jasper Johns, made
paintings of the American
flag, questioning the mean-'
ing of icons long before the
recent debates. Tonight,
Jonathan Katz from Northwestern University and the
National Museum of
American Art, gives a
lecture on Johns' and
Rau5chenberg's work and
relationship titled "Jasper Johns, is at 8 p.m. in Kresge AuditoRobert Rauschenberg and the
rium, Visual Arts Center,
Homosexuali lion of American Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Art" at 7:30 p.m. in Beam ClassTickets are $8 at Macbeans
room in the Visual Arts Center,
Music in the Tontine Mall in
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
• After his
The lecture is free and open to
excursions into
the public. For more informapop and fusion,
tion, call 725-3151.
Maynard
• Texas roadhouse rowdies,
, .. ,';fFerguson has
Omar and the Howlers, hit the
returned to his
stage playing a mean rhythm
big band roots
and blues at Raoul's, 865 Forest
and is appearAve., Portland. Tickets are $8.
ing with the
• On a similar note: Local
For more information, call 773Maynard
nine-piece
country
music
star
Al
Hawkes
6886.
Ferguson
acoustic
Big
took
first
prize
in
the
New
comes to
Bop
Nouveau
England
Regional
A
wards
for
town with a
nine-piece
country music for his mastery of Band at Zootz,
band. See
the 6-string and 12-string guitars 31 Forest Ave.,
April 9.
and the mandolin. And Hawkes Portland. The jazz trumpeter
is off to compete for Instrumen- started out with the Birdland
talist of the Year at the National Dream Band in the '50s and his
bop style established him as a
Awards Show in LA this May.
leader in the jazz world.
Today, a whole line-up of
Ferguson will be performing
country and bluegrass musicians are performing a benefit to two shows, 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are available at
raise money for AI's trip. Betty
Amadeus Music, Recordland,
Cody and Denny Breau, Betty
and Zootz in Portland and
Gribbin, Al Wing & the Silver
McBean's Music in Brunswick.
Wings Band, White Mountain

.

• This performance gets the
prize for the most baf(\.iIlg'title:

Artists, is free and open to the
public. For more information,
call 797-9546.
Hildreth's show ofrecent work
at f)arriaoff Galleries continues
~o gh.cApr. 28m 26 ~
'Portland. For more inforrnatiol1l, J
call 772-5011.
Holman, director of The Nuyorican Poets Cafe where Schilke
was a "Poetry Slam" finalist,
writes of Schilke, "Her poetry is
an irrepressible energy: a rocket
through the emotions, a radar
locked on the Future. Her
performances are studies in
control: poems surging in front
of a voice that is always contained,
sardonic
and on the
edge." For
more information on
the reading,
call 7613930.

.-

• Alison Hildreth paints
very large oilon-canvas
works. One of
Maine's most
serious
abstract
painters, Hildreth currently has
two Portland
shows; one at
Payson
Gallery of Art
at Westbrook College and
another at Barridoff Galleries on
Free Street. Hildreth and Alan
Magee, who is also represented
in the show at the Payson Gallery, present a program in conjunction with their exhibit at the
Payson Galley at 7:30 p.m in the
gallery, 716 Stevens Ave.,
Portland. The talk, sponsored by
the Union of Maine Visual

Tradition: See April 14.
Factory Reading Series and the
founder and director of the St.
Clark's Anti-Poetry Project,
reads from her poetry at 7:30
p.m. at Raffles Cafe Bookstore,
555 Congress St., Portland. She
has published two books of
poetry, "Still trauma" (1989) and
"From The Margin" (1990). Bob

Cumberland Eleclronlcs carries
IMPORTED LP's, Cassettes &
CD's as well as an extensive
selection of cull and hard to find

VIDEOS.

"WHEN YOU
COMIN'
BACK,
RED RYDER?"
MARCH 29 - APRIL 22
Thu, Fri & Sat 8pm
Sun7pm

36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND • 773·4500

797·3338

Records,
Tapes
and
CD's

• Biddeford

6,000 sq. ft. of BiIIi"ds " Rock 'n Roll

1IIIIJIII~JI~llilllll'll

April 5 JENNY & THE WOODMEN
April11 ADRIAN WALKER

in the Pub
April 12, 13, 14 BAD HABIT

FRESH DOUGH

PIZZA
WITH: onions, green peppers, mushrooms,
eggplant, ZUCChlni broccoli. spinich, ga~ic,
olives, green chilis, jalapenos, artichoke
hearts, fresh tomatoes, pineapple, clams,
pepperoni, hambur~, ham, bacon, salami,
caplcola ...

166 Cumberland Ave· Portland

Call 774·7414

T

THE BOYl T
AprilS & 7

Mondays: Bar Appreciation Night
Tuesdays: ladles Night With R9Slive Remotes
Happy Houl. Mon.·Sat. 4·7
Free Pool & gOt Domestic Beer
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ELECTRONICS

Westgate Shopping Center
Congress St. & Stevens Ave.

761-2
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• "Little
Egypt" by
Lynn Siefert
opens this
weekend at
Portland
Performi ng
Arts Center,
25A Forest
Ave., Portland. The
comedy
offers a slice from the lives of a
couple of eccentrics in the
fictional town of Little Egypt,
Illinois. Performances are Fri. at
8 p.m., Sat.-Sun at 5 and 9 p.m.,
Sun. at 2 p.m., and Tue-Thu at
7:30 p.m. For ticket information,
call 774-0465.

• The art of building musical
instruments is featured in an exhibit of handcrafted wooden instruments at Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers, 415 Cumberland
Ave., Portland. Harpsichords,
guitars, harps) mandolins,violins and bows are on display
through May 12. The opening
reception today from 5-8 p.m.
offers an opportunity to hear the
instruments as well as see them.
For more information, call 7743791.
• Next week's CBW Calendar
will highlight many of the
events scheduled in conjunction
with Earth Day 1990. But the
celebration of the Earth and
work to save it must continue
after the hoopla is over. People
from all over the state are
gathering today to listen to
music, short speeches and to
share ideas on a plan of action at
1 p.m. at the Governor's Mansion lawn in Augusta. Representatives from environmental and
activist groups from all over the
state will be on hand to share
ideas. Bring your own ideas,
because after the speeches and
performances, everyone will
convene to plan political and
personal solutions. For more information on the gathering, call
Emily Whitman at USM at 8746597.
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SCREEN

Driving Miss Daisy Bruce Beresford's
('Breaker Morant") version of Alfred
Uhry's prize-winning play stars Morgan Freeman and Jessica Tandy. The
story is about the evolving relationship
between a Jewish widow and her black
chauffeur. The movie is a metaphorfor
old age: slow and beautiful, sharp but
not all there.

@
~llIlIt· Ticket Info. 773-6886· Entertainment Hotline 775·2494 1111

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.
Crocker
and Bruce Campbell are Portland's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put a grown-up
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
"Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we'resureitwUl change the
way you start your day!

Portland's Newsrralk Station

Annie Mae, Brave Hearted
Women Movie about a Micmac Indian
activist. which follows her from her
homeland in Nova Scotia to Boston to
South Dakota.
Blue Steel Jamie Lee Curtis and Ron
Silver star in Kathryn Bigelow's movie
about cops , guns and serial murderers. Bigelow doesn't belittle guns in
thiS cop thriller. In fact, guns are the
focal point; powerful , seductive and the
object of Silver's psychotic characters
fetish . The movie plays upon fears of
bedding with strangers, but Silver
doesn't come off as sick enough . The
movie is beautifully shot and it certainly
leaves you tense .
Crybaby John Waters' latest movie is
set, once again, in Baltimore and stars
the new cast of Waters' regulars as
teenagers. Their suburban existence
is disrupted by the arrival of a juvenile
delinquent who wins the girls' hearts.
Distant Voices Stili Lives Terrance
Davies' movie about growing up in liverpool in the '4Os and '50s

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine

~all

Road, S Portland
774-1022

I Lov. You To D.ath (AI

12:45,3,5:15,7:30.9:45 (opens Apr 6)
Opportunity Knocks PG·13
12:45,3,5:15, 7:35,9:35
Nun. on the Run (PG.131
1.3:05.5:10.7:20. 9:30
T. .
Mutant NinJa 'nIrtl •• (PC)
12:45,2:55.5:05, 7:15,9:25
Pretty Woman (R)
1:30,4:10,7:25, 9:50
Hunt For Red October (PG)
1:30,4:20, 7:10,10
Driving MI•• Oal.y (PG)
1:30, 4, 7:25, 9:35
Joe Venus The Volcano IPG)
1,3:05, 5:05. 720. 9:25 (through Apr 6)

na,.

The Handmaid's Tale

"The Handmaid's Tale" is a tale
of repression in a future society that
isn't easy to dismiss as fantasy or
science fiction. The story, based on
Margaret Atwood 's novel, is set in
the not-sa-distant future, where
family values reign and abortion has
become a crime. Unfortunately,
family values have little opportunity to shine because no one can
make a family. As a result of decades of dumping toxics into the environment, there is widespread infertility. The few fertile females who
remain are prisoners, enslaved to
producechildren. Theyarethehandmaids to the infertile ruling classes.
Natasha Richard son plays the
handmaid Kate, who is sent into the
home of a military commander
(Robert Duvall) and his wife (Faye
Dunaway). Dunaway and Duvall
give the movie dimension. Their
performances reveal the inner turmoil that remains after the struggle
for a decorous and moral society.
Both bring a loneliness and hopelessness to their relationship with
their handmaid, culminating in the
chilling sexual ceremony they pray
will give them a child.
The ptor y outsi de the commander's home isn't as compelling.
The fight forfrecdom is being waged
by guerillas somew here on the outskirts and by undercover rebels
among the handmaids and worldng
classes. Although the repression is
described with imagination and
irony (forexample,educated women
from "a time before" are sentto work
in brothels, which for many are better than the toxic waste dumps that
are used for prisons), the fight seems
lame and cartponish. One rebel
handmaid seems more like a disciple of Charles Manson than someone representing freedom of choice.
The guerrilla warfare looks like pictures on the evening news from the
Middle East.
The private and political storylines converge on Kate, but
Richardson's performance is too
Wide-eyed and vacant to contain
them. Everything around her is big the sets, the action, the espionage
and the other performances - and
her role gets lost in the bustle. But it' s
the bustle and the horror of the story
that's compelling. "TheHandmaid's
Tale" is worth the trip to the movies.
Ann Sitomer

What's Where

Nickelodeon
TSrT'4lle and Middle. Portland
772-9751
Matinees Sat- Sun only

Glory Morgan Freeman and Denzel
WaShington star in this movie about
the troop of black soldiers who fought
for the Union during the Civil War. The
graphic battle scenes never allow you
to forget the magnitude of the war
Matthew Broderick plays the young
man who gets to lead the 54 Regiment.
He plays his rofe with the right amount
of uncertalntly and cockiness.
High Fidelity Allan Miller (' From Mao
to Mozart") directed this documentary
on the Guarneri String Quartet, which
has played together for more than 25
years. Miller films rehearsals, performances, group and individual interview,
looking at both the members' differences and how they work together
Hunt For Red October IS a reminder
that the puerile conception of U.S. foreign policy promulgated by Reagan
and his cronies lives on. USing com
mies as bad guys doesn't make a bad
movie, but there needs to be some
action, character and suspense. 'The
Hunt For Red October" had none of
these; It is InSipid.
I Love You To Death Tracy Ulman
plays the wife of a man she want dead
(Kevin Kline). William Hurt, Keanu
Reeves and River Phoenix also star.
.Joe Versus the Volcano Meg Ryan
and Tom Hanks star in this comedy
about a terminally ill man who travels
hall way around the world to sacrifice
himself for tropical natives.
My Left Foot transcends the mush
thatusually characterizes movies about
someone overcoming a handicap and
paints a striking portrait of a man struggling with his relationships, with creativity and his own sense of worth. The
movie is based on the autobiography
of the Irish painter and writer Christy
Brown, who had cerebral palsy and
only had use of his left foot to create.
Both Hugh O'Connor (as the young
Chnsty) and Daniel Day Lewis are
superlative In their rofes. We identify
with Christy, rather than look down on
him or pity him.

Nuns On The Run Enc Idle and Robbie
Coltrane play small-time crooks who
hide out in a convent from some rival
thugs.
Opportunity Knocks Dana Carvey
of Church Lady fame stars in his first
movie abouta man who gets rich quick.
PrellI' Woman Julia Roberts and Rich ard Gere star in the Pygmalian-type
story about a wealthy businessman
who picks up a prostitute and dresses
her up pretty. Before Disney bought
the film it was a dark movie about
prostitution . The result is a romantic
comedy directed by Garry Marshall
("The Flamingo Kid").
Story of Women Set In France dUring
World War II , Isabelle Huppert plays a
provincial wife and mother who gets by
performing abortions. When the Vichy
government learns of her aclions they
make an example of her and execute
her, thereby diverting attention from
their own atrocities.

Cryboby IPG-131
1. 3:30. 7,9 (opens Apr 6)
Em •• t Goe. To Jail (PG)
1:45, 3 :45. 6 :30. 8:30 (opens AfJf 6)
The First Power (R)
" 1:35,3 :50, 6:45. 9:1 0 (opens Apr 6)
Joe Ver.ua The Volcano (PGa13)
1:30, 4:10.7:25. 9:30 (opens Apr 6)
The Handmaid'. Tale (AI
1-10,3:55, 7:1 5, 9:30
My L.ftFoot IR)
1 :15,4,7:10, 9;20
Th. La.t of the Fln •• t (RI
7:05, 9:20 (through Apr 5)
Bom on the Fourth of Jury (R)
6:55. 9:OS (through Apr S)
Hou •• PartV' (It)
9:25 (through Apr 5)
Lord of the FII •• (R)
7:20.9:35 (through Apr 5)

The Movies

10 EA~~~o rtland
Story of Wom.n (R)

Ap,4'8

Wed-Sal al 7, 9;
Sat· Sun mat at ';
Sun a17.
DI.tant Volc •• Stili Live. (PG.13)
Apr 7·10
Sal al 3; Sun al 3. 9;
Mon-Tue at 7. 9.
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FRIDAY 4.0

FRIDAY 4.0

Pianist Gary Hammond and soprano .Joanne Low (classical and
show tunes) Benefit for the Tedford
Shelter for homeless adults and families at 8 pm in Kresge Auditorium,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Hammond perfonns Schumann's Symphonic Etudes and Chopin's A flat
Polonaise. The duo performs three
songs by Schumann and selections
from Broadway. Tickets are $8 at
Macbeans Music in the Tontine Mall or
at the door. For more information, call
725-4871.
Phuong! A Requiem for Maine
K.I.AJM.I.A., Vietnam (new music) Requiem composed by Don Stratton of the University of Maine is a threehour composition with more than 20
soloists, including a jazz band, vocal
octet, rock band, symphonic band,
children's chorus, musical saw and a
percussion ensemble. Performance is
at7 pm at the Maine Center forthe Arts,
University of Maine, Orono. For more
information, call 581 -3747.

Loudon Wainwright III (acoustic)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
Tickets are $10. 773-6886.
Silent Prophet (rock) Geno's. 13
Brown 51., Portland. 772-7891.
Dan Tonini and Desperate Avika·
doz (folk/rock fusion) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial 51. , Portland. 774-3550.
Floaling Boats (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton SI., Portland. 7740444 .
The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market 51. . Portland . 774-5246.
Roy Frazee (jazz) Little Willies. 36
Market 51., Portland. 773-4500.
Moo Goo & Guypans (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 51., S. Portland. 767-4627.
Rick Albert (acoustic) Happy hour at
Spirits at The Manor, 700 Main St.,
South Portland. 774-6151.
The Look (rock) Spirits at The Manor,
700 Main SI., South Portland. 7746151 .
The Boyz (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
SI., Biddeford. 284-9283.

SATURDAY 4.7

SATURDAY 4.7

SurryOperaCompany(Russianand
Georgian music) 8 pm in the First
Parish Church , 425 Congress St..
Portland. Tickets are $12 ($10 for students and seniors). available at Whole
Grocer. Amadeus Music and the Maine
Peace Campaign In Portland, The Book
Review in Falmouth or by calling 7731782
Chet Atkins (country and more) Guitarist Chet Atkins joins the Portland
Symphony Orchestra for a concert at8
pm at Portland City Hall Auditorium. He
will join the PSO in a program of country , jazz and New Age music. The orchestra Will also perform a set of familiar classics . Tickets are $25. $21 , $15.
$10 and may be ordered by calling
773-8191
Bluegrass Spectacular (bluegrass)
The Berkshire Mountain Boys, White
Mountain Bluegrassand Fort Knox Volunteers perform at 7:30 pm at Ken nebunk High School Auditorium. Tickets are $6 . For more information or
advance reservations at 985-4343.
Beallemania Concert (rock) 7 pm,
Campus Center, University of New
Engtand. Biddeford $12. For more
information. call 283-0171 exl. 293.

Women of the Stage (cabaret) Koko
Keller, Rebecca Kendall and Marilyn
Minsky perform atThe Reindeer Room.
upstairs at Hushang 2. 1t Brown 51. .
Portland 874-9002.
Roy Frazee (jazz) Little Willies, 36
Market 51. . Portland . 773-4500.
The Moxie Men (new folk/rock) Dry
Dock. 84 Commercial 51., Portland .
774-3550 .
The RPMs and The Trout Brothers
(rock) Geno 's, 13 Brown 51., Portland.
772-7891.
Floating Boats (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton '51. , Portland. 7740444 .
Winston Grennan (reggae) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are
$5. 773-6886.
The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley ,
46 Market 51. , Portland . 774-5246 .
Moo Goo & Guypans (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 51., S. Portland. 767-4627.
The Look (rock) Spirits at The Manor,
700 Main 51. , South Portland. 7746151 .
The Boyz (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
51. , Biddeford. 284-9283.
The Movers (r&b) Aqua Lounge. Short
Sands. York Beach. 363-7578 .

Sal-Sun al 1

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza
854--9116

All urnes through Thursday ; call ahead
lor Friday's changes
Glory IRI
7:15,9:15, weekend mats al 1' 15, 3:15
Look Who'. Talking (PG.13)
7.9. mats at 1. 3
Blu. St •• 1 (A)
1 . 9. weekend mats at 1, 3
Lord of the FII •• (R)
7 . 9 , weekend mats at 1. 3
Hard To KIIIIR)
1' 15. 9:15. weekend mat&at 1:1 5, 3 :15

Evening Star
Tontme Man, ~u nswlCk
729-5486
Pretty Womlln (AI
7. 9:15

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
725-3151
Annl. Mae,
Brave H.art.d Woman

SUNDAY 4.8
Chet Atkins (country and more) See
above, 3 pm at Portland City Hall
Auditorium.
Showcase of Talent (country) Appreciation Day for Af Hawkes featuring
AI Hawkes and the Nitehawks, Betty
Cody and Denny Breau, Betty Gribbin,
AI Wing and the Silver Wings Band .
White Mountain Bluegrass Band and
Ginger Mae & the Maine Country Transits. Showlime is 1-5 pm at The Roost
in Buxton. Tickets are $5 in advance
(available at The Roost, Buckdancer's
Choice, Starbird Shoppe), $6 at the
door. Proceeds send Alto Los Angeles
to compete for "Instrumentalist of the
Year:

Apr 5. 7:30 pm
Kresge Au dito rium. VISUal Arts Ce nter
Ziggy Stardust
lind the Spld.r From Mil,..
Apr 11 , 3:30 and 8 pm
Kresg e Audl1onum. VISual Arts Center

CLUBS

CON
CERTS

THURSDAY 4.5

All .Jazz Nite Two Westbrook High
Jazz Bands perform at 7:30 pm .at
Westbrook Junior High on Bridge
Street, Westbrook.
Cellist .Joel Krosnick of the Julliard
String Quartet and pianist Gilbert Kalish (classical) Performance of 19th
and 20th century works at 8:15 pm,
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates
College, Lewiston. Admission is $81$5.
For more information, call 786-6135.

"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstasy!"
Taste and Tell
Maine Sunday Telegram. 2/75/ 90
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Black Tie.
Dai~ En trees

& So up Sp ecials

OO.i .tlt¥ilPi1t:1eOO

M-F 10-6 • SAT 8-2
870 Broad"Yay • S Portland

799-7119

•

at the

Now Open 7 Days a Week
Monday-Saturday 11 :00-5:30
Sunday Noon-5:00
10 Exchan e Street Mall • Portland ME· 772-4080

CHET
ATKINS

Called "t he world's
greatest guitar
player," Chet Atkins
is also one of the most
versatile and creative,
and has won Grammy
Awards for country,
jazz. rock and New
Age music. Join Chet,
Toshi and the !'SO for
these pops concerts.

THURSDAY 4.5

TUESDAY 4.10

Omar and the Howlers (r&blblues)
Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave .. Portland.
Tickets are $8 . 773-6886 .
Floating Boats (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 51. , Portland 7740444.
Minus 500 (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
51., Portland. 772-7891.
The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market 51. , Portland. 774-5246.
Richard Marsters (big band music)
Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange, Portland.
773-0300 .
Michael Martineau (comedy) Little
Willies, 36 Market 51. , Portland. 7734500.
Moo Goo & Guypans (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 51., S. Portland. 767-4627.
.Jeff Cole (acoustic) Happy hour at
Spirits at The Manor. 700 Main 51. ,
South Portland. 774-6151.
The Look (rock) Spirits at The Manor,
700 Main 51., South Portland. 7746151 .
.Jenny and the Wood·Men (acoustic) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln 51., Biddeford. 284-9283.

Siaid Cleaves (folk) Gritty McDuffs,
396 Fore 51., Portland. 772-2739.
Fabulous Heavyweights (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 51., Portland.
774-0444.
Ferrell, Shone and Rafkin (improv
comedy) Little Willies, 36 Market SI.,
Portland. 773-4500.

WEDNESDAY 4.11
Midnight Sun and Tory's Madness
(rock) Gena's. 13 Brown 51., Portland.
772-7891.
Fabulous Heavyweights (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton SI. , Portland.
774-0444 .
Cornerstone (rock/pop) T-Birds, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
Suzanne and Guys With Ties
(cabaret) Little Willies, 36 Market SI.,
Portland. 773-4500.
Mike Martineau (comedy) Spirits at
The Manor, 700 Main 51., South Portland. 774-6151.

in the Old Port
30 Market St.

772-7171

Sal., April 7,8:30 pm
Sun., April 8, 3:00 pm
Porlland Cily Hall Audilorium

OPEN WEEKNIGHTS
'TIL 10 PM,
WEEKEND 'TIL 2 AM

Tickets:

525, 52l, S15, SIO
Concert Sponsors:
Citihank and
Public Cable
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PORTLAND
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

CALL
773-8191
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SHOCKED
AlII 111

Co~ BUNGA!
JoinWBLM .....102.9& DJ Mark Persky
along with The BQunty Crew
for

HAPPy HOUR
Friday, April 6
4-8 p.m.

~

R~~'

~:

rx

..fi"-

/~)'
HAWAIIAN GONZO BUFFET ~
<§?

<§?

IWtJ

BLIMP ~OOLERS/D_
A PLETHORA OF PRIZES
from the WBLM Closet

200 Riverside St.
Portland
Turnpike Exit 8
207-772-8033
proper ID & dress required

continued on 1"'8t16

OLD PORT
GENERAL
STORE

guitar

Blue Roots (blues) 4 pm, Gritty
McQuffs, 396 Fore 51., Portland. 7722739 .
Killing Time (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton 51.. Portland. 774-0444 .
Open Mike Night Geno's, 13 Brown
51., Portland. 772-7891 .
Comedy Night (stand-up) 8:30 pm at
T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd 51., Portland .
773-8040.
Hot Rize and Red Knuckles and
the Trailblazers (bluegrass)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland .
Tickets are $12. 773-6886.

Maynard Ferguson (jazz trumpet)
6:30 and 8:30 pm , Zootz. 31 Forest.
Portland. 773-8187
The Hooters (rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. 773-6040.
5MBS Meeting and .Jam (blues)
Meeting at 7 pm , all blues jam at 8 pm
at Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland .
773-6886.
Killing Time (rock) Old Port Tavern.
11 Moulton 51. . Portland. 774-0444 .

GOOD
FOOD

FAST

Ethnic Clothing and Crafts

SUNDAY 4.8

MONDAY 4.9

15

CAPlIIN SWING

BAND

With Special Guests

_

POIB PaIRING
WfJlfT IWIIIING
All Seats ReServed

FBI * MAY 4 * 8PM
CITY IW.L AUDITORIUM

TICkets aWiJllable .t " TICk.ITOfI lOcIlJOnS. SITJWbtrrie5 R8CQfds.
The Record Excmng41 or Chlrge b't caIIng Teletron 1-800-382·8080
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Get your
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Spring
Wardrobe

484 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
774-1241 • SPRING HOURS:
Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:00

at

Material
Objects!

An eclectic collection of wearables from this century for men & women.

Going to Ft. Williams or Crescent Beach?
Stop at Sand Castles for an incredible selection of

stunt kites • serpent kites • diamond kites •~kites

Seu1ci- Castles
~
77
Corn~r of Shore Road & Rte.

in Ca e Elizabeth.

a

en Mon.-Sat. 10-5

REEN MOUNTAfN
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GEORGIAN MUSIC WITH . THE

CALL

773,1782

$12 GEN.

t~·
~

ADM,

$10 SEN, I STU,

FOR RESERVATIONS

ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
, THE WHOLE GROCER, A\tADEUS MUSIC,
, THE BOOK REVIEW, M ,\INE PEACE CA\ll'A1GN ,

Robert
Fulghum
Come enioy yourself and
refresh your spirit!
A special evening of entertainment and enli~htenment with
the autnor of AlII Really Need 10 Know I Learned In Kindergarten
and If was on Fire When I Lay Down On If, Fulghum was recen~y
selected as one of the 25 most intriguing people of 1989 by
Peaple magazine,
.
Thursday, Ap:tl 5, 7:30 p,m,
USM Portland Campus Gym
$1 2 in advance, $1 4 at the door, $1 0 tor senior citizens
and groups of 10 or more
for more information, call 874-6500 or 780-4510

by the ~rtment of Community Programs
A unit of the DIvision of Continuing Siudies

Sponsored

o University of Southern Maine

AROUND TOWN
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue Sat, 10-5;Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings, 5-9. "Flora Portrayed : Classics of Botanical Art from the Hunt
Collection" (through May 13); "Serial
Imagery in Prints" and "Color Photographs: Recent Acquisitions" (through
Apr 15); "Tradilions in American Landscape" (Ihrough Apr 22); "French Impressionism and Beyond : The Scott M.
Black CQllection' (through July 29);
"Urban Visions : Images by Ashcan
School Painters" (through Aug 26);
"Americans at Home and Abroad:
Watercolors and Prints by Chi Ide
Hassam, Maurice Prendergast, James
McNeill Whistler and John Singer
Sargent" (Apr 6-July 8). 775-6148.
Abacus Gallery, 44 Exchange SI.,
Portland. Fine jewelry and American
crafts. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm,
Sun 12-5 pm. 772-4880.

Alberta's Cafe, 21 Pleasant St., Portland. "SixShowingiMixed Media," group
show through Apr 30. For more information about this show or possibly
showing in the future, call Andres Verzosa at 775-1514.
The Art Gallery at Six Deering,
Portland. "Nostalgia," an exhibit of watercolors by Robert Heath. Show continues through Apr 28. Hours : Tue-Sat
11 am-5 pm during the first two weeks
of the month; by appointment thereafter. 772-9605.
The Baxter Gallery, Portland School
of Art, 629 Congress St., Portland.
"FLUXUS: Selections from the Gilbert
and Ula Silverman Collection" through
May 4. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm
(Thu until 7), Sun 11 am-4 pm. 7753052.
Bayview Gallery, 75 Market SI., Portland. New watercolors by Carol Hayes
through Apr 28. Hours : Mon-Sal 10
am-6 pm . 773-3007.

ART
OPENING
Nancy Margolis Gallery, 367 Fore
St., Portland. "Clay Invitational," featuring works by John Frantz, Jeff Oestreich, John Rohlfing, Roy Strassberg
and James Watral Apr 6-May 10.
Opening reception Apr 6, 6-8 pm.
Hours: Mon-Sat 1Oam-6 pm. 775-3822.
F_O_ Bailey, 137-141 Middle St.. Portland. Works by 10 Maine artists: Barbette and Richard Behm, Nancy
DeYoung, Heidi Gerquist, Nick Humez,
Marguerite Lawler, Nancy Nevergole,
Charlie Oakes, Marc Ouelette, Constance Rush and Evelyn Winter. Opening reception Apr 7, 12-4 pm. Hours:
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm .
774-1479.
Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. "Inner VIsions," black and white pnnts and handcolored photographs Apr 9-May 19.
Opening receplion Apr 7, 1:30-3:30
pm. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, lue
and Thu until 9 pm. 799-1720.
Hobe Sound Galleries North, 58
Maine St. , Brunswick. "Images for Earth
Day" Apr II-May 12. Works by Karen
Gilg, Ron Cross, Elizabeth Busch, John
Muench, Un Usberger, Chris Cantwell.
Abby Shahn, Barbara Sussman, Marjorie Moore, Bernard Langlais and Maurice Freedman. Opening reception Apr
11,5-7 pm during which fO percent of
proceeds from the sales will be donated to New England Earth Day. 725- 4191.
Barrldo" Galleries , 26 FreeSt. , Portland. Recent work by Alison Hildreth
Apr 6-26. Opening reception Apr 12, 57 pm. 772-50 11 .
Congress Square Gallery, 594 Congress St., Pordand. New work by Michael H. Lewis, paintings done on rag
paper with turpentine wash. Opening
receplion Apr 13, 5:30-7:30 pm . 7743369.

Evans Gallery, 7 Pleasant St., Portland. Mario Giacomelli, photographs
from Italy through Apr 28. Also photographs by Larry Fink, selections from
"Social Graces." Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am6 pm, Sat 11 am-5 pm . 879-0042.
Frost Gully Gallery, 25 Forest Ave.,
Portland. New work by Marcia Wislin
Carner, DeWitt Hardy and Chris Huntington through Apr 23. Hours: Mon-Fri
12-7 pm . 773-2555.
Gallery 127, 127 Middle St., Portland.
New watercolors by Graydon Mayer,
Taos-inspired oils by Pat Hardy, landscapes in-oil by Gina Werfel and Heame
Pardee through May 15. Hours: WedFri 11 am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm . 7733317.
Greenhut Galleries, 146 Middle St.;
Portland. Oil paintings by George Lloyd
and Connie Hayes; acrylic paintings by
Alison Goodwin and Chris Nielsen;
watercolors by Harvey Peterson and
Jo Spiller through Apr 30. Hours: MonSat 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Payaon Gallery of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Avo., Portland.
"Alison Hildreth: Paintings" and "Alan
Magee: Inlets" Apr 7-May 19. Hours:
Tus-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9); SatSun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Th. Photo Gallery, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress St., Portland.
"Re-exploring the American West: Photographs by Mark Klett" through May 2.
Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm, Fri 8
am-5 pm, Sun 11 am-4 pm. 775-3052.
Portland Public Llbr"ry, Monument
Square, Portland. "Maine Light. Paintings by Nancy Glassman- through Apr
28. Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 9 am-6 pm:
Tue, Thu 12-9pm;Sat9 am-5pm . 8711700.
Stein Gallery Contemporary
Glass, 20 Milk St., Por~and. Blown
and sandcasted vessels and organic
forms by Neil Drobnis through Apr 15.
Hours: Mon-8at 11 am-5:30 pm; closed
Tue and Sun. 772-0072.
Wellin Gardiner Fine Arts, 4 1/2
Milk St., Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and
19th century decorative prints with an
emphasis on architectural, botanical ,
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: TuaFri 10 am-5:30 pm, Sal 10 am-5 pm .
774-1944.

OUT OF TOWN

Randy Aromando and Donald Jellerson In "When You Comln'
Back Red Ryder?

The lost West

fi l ~lIlr Cll:<lI.HT IllH 1'1 ACi

7 AT 8 PM, FIRST PARISH UNITARIAN CHURCH

CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND,

STAGE

When You Comln Back, Red Ry,
der? Mad Horse Theatre Company
production through Apr 22 at Mad Horse
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Pertormances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm ,
Sun at 7 pm . Tickets are $10-$14,
available althe theater and Stein Glass
Gallery, 20 Milk St., Portland. For more
information, call 797-7338.
Little Egypt Lynn Siefert's play about
the characlers in a fictional town in
Illinois Apr 12-29. Pertormances are
Tue- Thu at 7:30 pm, Fri at 8 pm, Sat at
5 and 9 pm and Sun at 2 pm at the
Portland Pertorming Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. For more information, call 774-0465.
The Diary of Anne Frank City Theater"S production is being pertormed
through Apr 8 at City Theater, 205 Main
St., Biddeford. Performances are FriSat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are
$101$7.50. For more information, call
282-0849.
All My Sons Arthur Miller's drama is
presented by the Portland Players
through Apr 7 at 420 Cottage Rd., S.
Portland. Pertormances are Fri-Sal at
8 pm, Mar 25 a12:30 pm, Apr 1 at 7 pm
For more information. call 797-7337.
Foster Father Biblical musical through
Apr 15 at the Schoolhouse Arts Cenler
in Sebago. Pertormances are Thu-Sat
at 8 pm and Sun at 2 pm. Tickels are
$10 for adults, $6 for seniors and children. For more Information, call 6420217.
The Importance of Being Earnest
Oscar Wilde's play is being pertormed
by Waynflete School students Apr 5-6
at 7:30 pm in Sills Auditorium, 360
Spring St., Portland. Admission is tree,
but seats must be reserved in advance.
For reservations, call 772-6832.
The Nonnal Heart Larry Kramer's
drama documents the onset of the AIDS
epidemic among the gay community in
New York City Apr 5, 8 pm in Chase
Hall Lounge , Bates College. Lewislon .
Admission is $41$2. For advance reservations, call 786-6161.
It Had To Be You Broadway comedy
about a faifed actress in New York City.
Performed by the Phoenix Theater
Company Apr 13-15 at The Portland
Club, 156 State St. , Portland. Dinner
theater production begins With a tradi tional family-style turkey dinner at 7
pm; performance begins at 8 pm. Tickets are $27.50 each or $200 for a table
of eight. For more informal ion, call 7730218.
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SURRY OPERA COMPANY
SATURDAY. APRIL

continued from p"ge 15

Remember settling down on a
Sunday evening to watch B0nanza? The first episodes, before
Dan Blocker died. Ben, Adam,
Hoss, and Little Joe, all together.
Remember Marshall Matt Dillon?
And Miss Kitty, who ran a clean
saloon in Dodge City? And there
were countless others - the Rifleman, and the Barkleys from the
Big Valley, the Lone Ranger, and
Paladin, and Flint McCullough
of Wagon Train,and Rowdy Yates
of Rawhide. Good guys.
Everything in those days, including television, was blackand
white. A sneer and five o'clock
shadow, or the surly snarl, "Bartender, gimme a whiskey," pinpointed an outlaw. Taciturn heroes did what they had to do, but
only after every other possibility
had been exhausted. And they
always won. Always.
Those heroes ha ve long since
ridden off into the sunset of a
dying century. Color television,
Nintendo, VCRs and MTV have
produced new heroes. But back
then, during the late 'SOsand early
'60s, American boys (and girls)
aspired to becowboys. Little boys
were to become strong, silent
men; doers of right. And then it
all changed
Battalionsofaspiringcowboys
flew over to a strange Asian country and came back outlaws, if they
returned at all. The world fell
hard on its ass, and had a hard
time getting up. Right and wrong
became identical twins raised in
different settings, similar in temperment and action. Today, heroes might be outlaws. The good
guys have ridden away, and they
ain't comin' back. Never.
"When You Coming Back, Red
Ryder?" a play by Mark Medoff,
confronts the passing of the code
of the west. The play is set in a
diner in New Mexico, where a

young man named Steven Ryder
asks that he be called Red, after
his childhood hero. Enter several
characters - good, evil, and otherwise - to change his life, his
dreams, and his reality.
Mad HorseTheaterCompany
is producing Medoff's play, and
it's excellent. The ensemble work
is fine, and the set, by Victor
Becker, is astounding. The thea ter has sprouted a diner, complete with scarred linoleum floor
and the smell of steak and eggs,
the house specialty.
Mad Horse, more than any
other theater company around,
has the tendency to hold an audience captive, whether that audience is comfortable or not. It isn't
a bad thing, but be prepared. This

production, more than "Squats"
and "Crackwalker," is ruthless.
You are there.
The action centers around a
Viet Nam veteran named Ted,
(Randy Aromando) who holds
diner customers and employees
hostage for his own amusement
until he decides to release them.
Performances by Aromando,
Deborah Hall, Donald Jellerson,
Tony Owen, and Lew Ann Leen,
with a cameo by University of
Southern Maine professor Michael Howard, are moving. Michael Rafkin's direction is compassionate, as always.
But Medoff's play is a bit
monochromatic emotionally. The
meaning is clear, but the wielding of that meaning is choppy.
It's hard to empathize with Ted's
cruelty in any way. The shift in
the relationship between two of
the diner's unwitting customers,
acouple(well-played by Cynthia
Barnett and Kevin Shone), is
confusing. And Steven Ryder's
epiphany is hollow. Still, Mad
Horse's production leaves an
echo that will haunt you.

Morg.n Sheparrd

Decorative Arts Laura Sprague
speaks on "New Perspectives on Furniture in the Permanent Collection" Apr
8 at 3 pm in the Walker Art Building,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 725-3151.
PaInters Alan Mag_ and Alison
Hildreth present a program in conjunction with their exhibit of recent work
at Ihe Payson Gallery of Art Apr 11,
7:30 pm at the Payson Gallery,
Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave.,
Portland. The art talk, sponsored by
the Union of Maine Visual Artists, is
free and open to the public.
Artist Dotty Attie lectures on her
paintings and drawings which intertwine historically derived images and
text Apr ", 4 pm in Hastings Lounge,
USM Gorham. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7805460.
Drawing and .Jewelry DesIgn Twopart workshop to explore techniques of
manipulating clay into pieces of jewelry
and wearable art Apr 14, 10 am-3 pm
and Apr 18, 6-8 pm. Introductory workshop in drawing offered Apr 21, 10 am3 pm. Both workshops held at Art Affect
Studio, Oak Hill Road, Standish. For
more information, call Kathleen
Simpson at 642-2637.
Percent For Art Washburn District
Elementary School announces a competition for artists to design, execute or
install artwork in the library and the
lobby: paintings and other two-dimensional works, sculpture, indoor low
relief, and hanging sculpture. Artists
are encouraged to visil the school on
Clark Street in Washburn . To be considered send current resume, 10 slides
of current work, and a one-page letter
of intent to Superintendent of Sdlools,
P.O. Box 507, Washburn, ME 04766.
Shaker Museum SummerWorkshops
1990 catalog of workshops will soon be
available. Courses include oval box
making, spinning and dying, flax and
linen and basket making. (Workshops
are held at Sabbathday Lake in Poland.) To receive a copy of the catalogue, call the museum at 926-4597.
Arts Every Day Conference Statewide conference addresses the many
ways that study in the arts and humani-"
ties foster "thinking- skills in children.
The two day conference for teachers,
artists and representatives from cultural institutions Will be held Apr 27-28
at the Olin Arts Center, Bates College,
Lewiston. For additional information,
and a brochure, call Joanna Moore,
Maine Alliance for Arts Education. at
772-5273.

Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Brunswick. 'Marsden Hartley in Bavaria- and "Amencan Modernism, 19001940- through Apr 14 and "Paper
Horses: Popular Chinese Woodcuts"
through Apr 29. Hours: Tus-Sat 10 am4 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St., Brunswick. "Metal Message," a group show
of sculpture, jewelry and objects in
iron, steel and other metals through
Apr 26. Hours: Tus-Sat 10 am-6 pm .
729-1108 .
Maine Audubon Society, Gilsland
Farm, 118 Route 1, Falmouth . Wood
carvings of birds by Edward Meservey
of Farmington through April . Hours:
Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm .
781-2330.
Saint ,Joseph's College, Welle han
Library , Standish. -StudenVFaculty InVitational Art Show" includes paintings,
drawings, photography and sculpture
through Apr 15. 892-6766.
State Street Gallery, 97 State St.,
Gorham. Artwork by Larry Plass, Bon- Wampanoag Traditions and Con'
Ole Lashin, DWight laughlin, Patricia
temporary Issues gkisedtanaWhite and Brett Morrison. Hours: Monmoogk, a member of the Wampoag
Sat 11 am-5 pm, Sun 12-4 pm . 839nation who IS a leader in environmental
4002.
and social justice causes, speaks Apr
5, 7 pm In the Baxter Building auditorium, Portland School of Art, 619 Congress St., Portland. The talk is cosponsored by the Center for Vision and
Quint Rose 01 Kennebunkport will
Policy, Portland School of Art and
show slides and discuss her work University of New England. For more
colorful three-dimensional construcinformation, call 775-3052.
tions - Apr 5, 7:30 pm In USM Portland Robert Fulghum, author of two best
Campus Center Amphitheater. The art
sellers, "All I Really Needed to Know I
talk, sponsored by the Union of Maine
Learned In Kindergarten" and "It Was
Visual Artists, is free and open to the
On Fire When I Lay Down On It, 'speaks
public.
Apr 5, 7:30 pm at USM Portland. Re.Jasper ,Johns, Robert Rauschen"
cen~y selected as one of the 25 most
berg and the Homosexuallu,
intriguing people of 1989 by People
lion of American Art Jonathan
magazine, Fulghum has worked as
Katz, Northwestern University and the
both a parish minister, a bartender and
National Museum of American Art,
an IBM salesperson. Tickets are$12 in
speaks Apr 5,7:30 pm in Beam Classadvance, $14 at the door For more
room, Visual Arts Center,. Bowdoin
information, call Department of ComCollege, Brunswick Free and open to
munity Programs atUSM, 874-6500 or
780-4510.
the public. For more information, call
725-3151.
Buddhism: Footprints of the BudOpening The Doors To Creativity
dha India Documentary about the type
Six-week course designed to empower
of Buddhism practised in southeast
participanls with the essence of their
Asia shown Apr 5, 7 pm at Thomas Meown creativity. Using art materials as a
morial Library, 6 Scan Dyer Rd., Cape
vehicle for risk taking, playing and givElizabeth. Discussion follows the film .
ing permission to ask "What would
Free and open to the public. For more
happen if. .. ?- No previous art experiinformation, call 799-1720.
ence or 'talent" is necessary. Begin- Shaker Life: Views from Within
ning Apr 6, Fridays, 9-12 am. For more
and Without Maine Historical Sociinformation, call 829-5750.
ely's Spring Lecture Series is held
Thursdays in April. "Everyday Life at
LA Arts Art Aucllon features the
Sabbathday Lake" is the topic Apr 5;
work of 30 Maine artists Apr 7 at Lewiston-Auburn College, 51 Westminster
"The Iconography of Shaker Life: ImSt., Lewiston. Proceeds from the aucages of Shakerism in the Popular Press,
tion go to LA Arts and the artists. Event
1830-1880' is the topic Apr 12. Both
talks 12 :30 pm at the Portland Public
begins with a reception at 5 pm, followed by a silent auction from 6-7 pm .
Library, Monument Square, Portland.
For more information, call 774-1822.
The live auction begins at 7:30. Tickels
are $15 per person. For more information , call 782-7228.

SENSE

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week
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CLAUDE (HA!lROL

STORY
OF WOMEN
EVERY SUNDAY

LADIES NIGHT

HEADLINER COMEDY

SAT-SUN MAT 3

APR 7-10

SUN EVE9
7,9

Also AppearlngVinnie Favorito

"/0\'.

Doors open at 7
Showlime B:3D

Specials on

MILLER
GENUINE DRAFT

****

......N(OI (lUI

Headliner-KEVIN KNOX

Drink SpeCials,
Games & Prizes!

• i :,.,,,' :I§ mill iiJ j j!

MAINE
PREMIERE

ISAlru.r HU,,[lT

THURSDAY APRIL 5

MONDAY APRIL 9

The HOOTERS

4-7pm

Special Appearance by
THE SENSE

SATURDAY APRIL 7

nckets $10 advance, $12 door
Doors Open at 8

50's & 60's

WEDNESDAY APRIL 11

ROCK ON

CORNERSTONE

Community
Cable Network
week of 4161!10

UPCOMING EVENTS
Fri., April 13- The Port City All Stars
Mon., April 16- The SMITHEREENS

Call in Portland:
Combatting voler apathy

Special Appearance by Riclc Baron8, formBrly ollhB Bongos

(1 hr.)
City Arts:

Tues .• April 17 - Tax Relief Party
featuring the UPSETTERS
Wed., April 18 - Jenny & the Woodmen
Tues., April 24 - Enuff z' Null

126 No"

Update of area events (1/2 hr.)

Power and Steele:

ME-

Reviews of: Portland Players,
Biddeford City Thealer, and
Mad Horse Theater Productions
(1/2 hr.)

Health Views:
Health and the LawWhat's the Connection?
(R) (1 hr.)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
&Thurs. gam-noon.

OTHER

continued on p.ge 18
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AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY

* DANCE WITH US
COME
WEDNESDAY

thrtgh

SATURDAi'¥w

with TOP DJ's Dan Giroux, Johnny Babin & Dic~; R'.qymond

EXPERIENCE A ~EAL NIGHTCLUB
In the Hearfbf the Old Port

Lighten Upl
and get

Talklng Personal.
APPY HOUR DAILY 5-7 BM

See pase
21 for

Monday............ . .............Baked Ham &.Bea~:: .
Tuesday ............................. Steamship Beef~vJQs; ... .
Wednesday .... .... ...................... Tex-Mex Tortillas"
Thursday ........................ Roast Turkey wI Filiin's·
......................... Ladies-$l well drinks
Friday ....................... .. 5-Foot Italian Sandwiches
Saturday ........ Mens' Night 6-9-$1.50 well drinks

details.

* S\LUTffi
II"

I E H.I

NO COVER CHARGE • PROPER DRESS REQUIR~D
':"

& Market S...."" .. "
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BREAKFAST
....,VS.......... '.....

I
I

Monday-Friday 5-2 • Saturday & Sunday 5-1
Twihg!lt League Friday & Saturday Nights llpm-5am

I

5 UANA STREET· THE OLD PORT

<:

I
I
I
I
I

April 7
April II
April13·14
April 18
April 20
April 21
April 25

No. Conway Private
Raoul's Dance Party
Me Goodbars, O,O.B.
Raoul's Dance ParlY
Bedford, :-IH, privale
Portland Qub, privale
In Concerl wllh KoKo Ta~or
al Raool's

April27·28 Bruno's, Portland
April 29 Muscular DySlro~y Cruise,
SOOlia Prince
May 1
Eve. SamoSCl, Rockland, privale
May 2
Raoul's Dance Party
Eve, Sonesla, privale
May 5

Winners of 4 Maine Music Awards!
Every Wednesday Night is Ladies t\ight at Raoul 's with the
Red Light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for spring & suauner.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and :-lightclubs

CALL 8

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 1

-2802

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
University of Southern Maine

o

•

CHILD CARE SERVICES •

with comprehensive child care programs
in Portland and Gorham

Announces anticipated openings at all levels

:¥
Saturday, April 7

SWING INTO SPRING with

••
•
••
•
•

•
•
••
•••
•

MOXIE
MEN

•

CARE FOR:

Infants

¥

¥"

Before/Mter School
Toddlers
Before/Mter Kindergarten
Preschool
Vacation and Summer Camps
Evening Care

Programs offer a nurturing, loving
creative environment staffed by highly trained
professionals
\
To register, call Ralph C. Baxter, admissions coonlinator, at

780·4125
\ Enrollment is limited

••

USM Child Care Services is a program of the Division of Human Resources •

•
••
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

lIappy lIour 1\-6 MOII.-Fri.
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

HAVE A
DRY ONE!

"
I

Did you know Anheuser- Busch
Dey Brew™ process gives Michelob Dey the taste that starts bold,
f"tnishes elean, and
refreshes
completely? Yes,- And
there is no aftertaste,
too! Which was th e
FIRST professi o nal
sports team in America? . . Answer is the
Cincinnati Reds baseball team, formed in
1869 .. . they toured the
nation, playing amateur
town teams .. .
That led to the formation of the first pro baseball league
in 1871 and soon th ere w ere many
pro teams in sports-but the Cincinnati Reas were the first professional
team 10 the U.S. Michelob Dey is a
super-premium dey beer with a
unique new taste. Oddly enough,
the Baltimore Orioles once fielded
a lineup in which almost every player

had a last name starting with 118" ...
It happened in a game in 1965 when
Baltimore had Jackie Brandt in
leftfield, Paul Blair in
center, Sam Bo wens in
right, Curt Blefary at first,
Mark Belanger at sho n,
Dick Brown catching
and Steve Barber pitching .. .
And
th e

manage r's name was
Hank Bauer! Fromouc
records, Michelob
Dey is winning more
and more new drinkers.
Dry beer
loverS-Thank you!
H ere's a surprising fact .. . Although
football and basketball have had
many great players who stood 6-7,
6-8 or taller, there is NO ONE in
baseball's Hall of Fame taller than 66 . , . The tallest player in baseball's
Hall of Fame is Don Drysdale who
stood at 6-6. Beer is good part of
the good life-drink responsibly!

Everyone who donated
their support and
talent to the AIDS
BENEFIT at Zootz.

Plenty of trouble-free

What Happens Now?: Post-Election Perspectives on East Gel'
many and Reunification Otto
Emersleben, East German author.
speaks Apr 5, 7:30 pm in Daggett
Lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
725-3151,
Sc .... nwrltlng Workshop taugh~ by
Mike Kimball Apr 7, 10 am-3 pm at the
Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason SI.,
Portland. Cost is $25 for Maine Writers
& Publishers Alliance members, $30
for non-members. For more information, call 729-6333.
Hold the Fort: Roots of Contemporary Evangelicalism Rudolfand
Shirley Nelson speak Apr 8, 4 pm at the
General Theological Center, 159 State
SI., Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 8742214.
Portland Sufi Order Public
Classes "The Music of Life Pan 11"
Apr 8, 6:30-8 pm at 232 SI. John SI.,
(use back door) , Portland For more
information, call Mufti Jaccarinoate742938 or Hayat Schecter at 657-2605.
The Philosopher and The Witches
Italian historian Carlo Ginsburg discusses the cultural implications of an
encounter between the 15th century
philosopher Nicholas of Cusa and three
women known as witches Apr 8, 7:30
pm in Daggen Lounge, Wentworth Hall,
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Free and
open to ·the public. For more information, call 725-3151.
Maine Animal 'Sanctuary Monthly
meeting Apr 10, 7:30 pm at Clark
Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave.,
Portland. Anyone interested in animal
welfare is welcome to attend . For more
information, call Edith Estes at 773·
5054.
Reading Aloud or Alone: ChoosIng Books for Children and
Young Adults Series for parents,
teachers, librarians and childcare staff
at the Ponland Public Library, Five
Monument Square, Portland. "What to
Read Aloud After You 've Read Good
Night Moon for the Umpteenth TIme"
Apr 10, 12 noon; "Picture Books for
Older Readers" Apr 10, 7:30 pm , "What
Makes a Good Children'S Book?" Apr
11,12 noon; "Trends and Tnumphs in
Children'S Books" Apr 11 , 2 pm ; "Selected Maine Children'S Books, Authors and Illustrators· Apr II , 3:30 pm ;
Autographing by children's authors
Harry Mazer and Paul Janeczko Apr
11 at 4 :30 pm. All events are free and
open to the public. For more information , call 871 -1766.
Architalx Architecture lecture series
continues with "Current Work" given by
Frances Halsband Apr 11 , 6:30 pm at
the Baxter Building, Portland School of
Art, 619 Congress SI. , Portland Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 775·3052.
Writing Fiction for Publication
Maine Wnters and Publishers Alliance
offers an ~!lght-week workshop led by
novelist Richard Grant beginning Apr
11 , 7-9 pm at the Maine Writers Center,
19 Mason SI. , Portland Workshop
costs $75 for MWPA members , $90 for
non-members For more Information ,
call 729-6333,
The Illusion of Inclusion: A Lesbian, Former Methodist Minister Speaks Out Rose Mary Denman , author of the autobiography "Let
My People In" speaks Apr II, 7:30 pm
in Daggett Lounge , Wentworth Hall,
Bowdoin College, BrunSWick. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 725-3151 .
Mathematical Peep Show and other
math movies including "Donald in Mathmagic Land," Powers of Ten· and "Fly
Lorenz· are being shown Apr 11 , 730
pm In Beam Classroom , Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Free and open to the pUblic. For more
information, call 725-3151.
College Fair for Adult Students
Professors and university advisors Will
be present to discuss associate and
bachelor degree programs, majors,
testing and advising with people in
their mid-2Os or older who are thinking
about starting a post-secondary education Apr 11, 4-9 pm al USM Campus
Center, USM Portland. For more information, call 780-4970.
Women In Management Conference
USM Community Programs offers a
two-day conference to help women
use their inlluence as individuals and
as women to create new models of
leadership Apr 11-12 at the Holiday Inn
by The Bay. Portland . Keynote address, "Of Course Women Dare: will
be given by Shirley Chisholm Apr 12 at
8:45 am . Other talks and panel discussions include "The State of Women in
Maine" "Business with a Social Conscious'· and ·The Global Economic
Imperative: Cost is $85 per day, or
$150 for both days. For more information, callt 874-6500.

Art is not only for critics,
dilettantes and professionals
"Wall Piece for Orchestra" featured students in black-tie dress
ascending the stairs of the Portland Museum of Art auditorium,
each with a musical instrument.
The conductor raised his baton to
begin the SCOre and the orchestra
banged their heads against the
walls in unison.
The piece was created by Yoko
Ono in 1965 as part of a performanceartmovementcalled Fluxus.
"Wall Piece for Orchestra" was
just one of the 35 skits performed
by students of the Portland School
of Art and visiting artist Larry
Miller in Saturdayevening' s (Mar.
31) Flux Concert.
Fluxus followed on the heels
of performance art pieces called
" Happenings" created by artists
John Cage and Robert Rauschenberg. It was influenced by Dada,
an artform that used everyday
objects and called them art .
Fluxus was one of the most
radical and innovative art movements of the '60s. The movement
attempted to create art with a
social role, to question the role of
art and the artist in SOCiety. It
sought to purge art of bourgeois
society and get at the core of the
artistic process,
The title, interpreted by artist
and inventor George Maciunas,
is from the word flux, meaning
continuous change, passage and
movement. In the 1963 Fluxus
Manifesto, Maciunas wrote that
the movement attempted to purge
society of dead art, imitation and
artificial .art; specifically " Europanism." It sought to "promote
living art, anti-art, promote non
art reality to be grasped by all
peoples, not only critics, dilettantes and professionals."
It took a few moments for
people to grasp what was happening in "Duo for Performer and
Audience" at Saturday'S Flux
Concert. The performer stood on
stage. After a few moments he
began to clear his throat. H e
la,:ghed nervously. He repeated
a remark made by a kid in the first
row. As soon as the audience
realized that the E'erformer was
mimicking them, everyone
wanted to 'become part of the
show. Every conceivable sound
was uttered and reflected off the
performer on stage.
Larry Miller, Ruxus artist and
fanatic, called the movement more
Zen than Dada. It is conceptual,
temporal and literary. It is based

on action and reaction and drives
at the initial concept of an action.
"Remote Music" by Miller featured a fake hand playing a piano. Four students held bolts
through which cord was laced
and attached to the hand. Miller
held the other end, slowly his
arm went down and a single note
was heard.
Gagsand jokes are essential to
Fluxus and can be seen in the accompanying Fluxusartifacts from
the Gilbert and Lila Silverman
Collection on view at the Baxter
Gallery of the Portland School of
Art. Among the works in the
collection are photographs and
artifacts from performances . The
"Venus di Milo Barbeque Apron"
(George Maciunas, 1973), an item
worn in Flux concerts, and "Flux
Mystery Food" (Ben Vautier,
1%7), a can of edibles that will
always remain a mystery, are
among the items shown.
Perhaps the most humorous
and interesting are the numerous
Fluxus Yearbook Boxes, These
pieces, similar to First-Aid kits,
are boxes filled with small items.
"Orifice Flux Plugs" created in
1979 by Larry Miller contains
items to insert in oneself, From
theu sefui to the unusual, the piece
includes an eyeball, nasal spray,
a thermometer, a tampon, a
crayon, a condom, a cork, and a
numberofunidentifiableobjects,
"A FluxSuicide Kit" (Ben Vautier, 1967) is a do-it-yourself guide
to taking your own life: broken
glass shreds, matches, a razor
blade, a plug with a frayed cord,
a nail, string, a fish hook and a
miniature knife, Thanks to it's
compact size, one can take it anywhere.
Fluxus art was meant to be
cheap and mass-prodUCible. A
1965 manifesto states that Fluxus
is an art that "must be simple,
amusing, concerned with insignificancies, (and) have no commodity or institutional value."
Fluxus must be obtainable by all
and anyone should be able to do
it.
Some believe Fluxus died in
1978 with the death ofMaciunas.
But for five days Fluxus was resurrected with thesame spirit and
verve as 30 years ago thanks to
Fluxus king-pin Larry Miller and
the Portland School of Art.
The Fluxus exhibit can bescen
at the Baxter Gallery through May

4.
Leslie Morison

Oiled Feathers: An oral and video
history 01 the Exxon Valdez Oil
Spill Disaster given by Jim Stratton,
vice preSident of the Alaska Conservation Foundation. Stratton will discuss
hiS experience with the Exxon Valdez
catastrophe and the lessons that could
be applied here in Casco Bay Apr 11,
7:30 pm in the Casco Bay Lines Board
Room, Commercial Street, Portland.
Friends of Casco Bay would also like to
form a committee to address the prevention of 011 spills in Casco Bay. For
more information , call Don Perkins at
766-2147.
Presumpscot River Watch Public'
meeting to begin deSIgning water quality
monitOring and improvement program
for the river Apr 12, 7 pm at the Barron
Center, 1145 Brighton Ave., Westbrook.
Participants at the meeting will locate
river uses and pollution sources on
maps of the Presumpscot River watershed and find out how they can panlcipate as volunteers In collecting and Greater Portland Landmarks is
testing water samples this summer.
looking for docents to give tours of the
Writing for Public Radio Informal
Portland Observatory during the sumdiscussion with Andrea de Leon of
mer. Landmarks also needs general
MPBN and Tom Verde, freelancer Apr
office help to answer phones, assist
12, 7:30 pm at the Portland Public
with mailings, do light typing occasionSafety Building, Middle St., Portland.
ally and help update membership inforThe discussion sponsored by the Portmation. For more information, call the
land Writers Network looks at the skills
Center lor Voluntary Action at 874needed and how the form differs from
1015.
other freelance wnting Free and open Trainriders Northeast is lookin9 for
to the public. For more information. call
volunteers to help educate the public
871 -0466.
on the benefits of rail passenger servLiving With AIDS: Persons With
ice. People who can work one day or a
AIDS Share Their Stories Talks
half day each week, or people who can
sponsored by BG LAD: A Celebration
work on an ·on call" basis are needed.
of Sexual Diversity Apr 12. 7:30 pm in
Although typing, computer and other
Kresge Auditonum, Visual Arts Center,
office skills are helpful, people without
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and
these skills are encouraged to become
open to the public. For more informainvolved, too, Some work could be
tion , call 725-3151 .
done at home. Anyone interested in
volunteering is encouraged to call 8797245,

OFF THE
CLOCK

Maine Audubon Society is looking
for volunteers to lead the Society's
guided natural history walks at its Scarborough Marsh Nature Center beginning Apr 24. Training sessions are
scheduled to introduce volunteers to
the natural history of the marsh and to
environmental education concepts and
techniques Apr II , 12, 17 and 20 from
9:30 am-12:30 pm and Apr 12,1-3:30
pm. The first session will be held at
Gilsland Farm in Falmouth; the others
will be held at Scarborough Marsh
Nature Center in Scarborough . Volunteers are encouraged to attend as many
training sessions as possible. For more
information and to register for training
sessions, contact Suzanne McLeod at
781 -2330.

..........-. .. . ' ;' '.
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HELP

Portland Parent Support Group
sponsored by Mainely Families meets
Wednesdays , 7-9 pm , at Clark Memorial Church, corner of Pleasant and
Forest Ave ., Ponland. The group is
open to all parents who are experiencing difficulty coping with unacceptable
adolescent behaVior Topics such as
setting limits. substance abuse prevention, curfews, runaways and rebelliousness are discussed. The support
group is free. For more information ,
call 774-1884.
The Path 01 Recovery Series of
small group meetings, "Bringing Spirituality into Our Lives ," involves sharing
and meditation based on the Sufi teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan . Each
meeting will be lead by a facilitator.
Open to the public on a drop in basis.
No fee, but donations are welcome.
Meetings are held Tuesdays , 7:30-8:30
pm, third floor, Woodfords Congregational Church , 202 Woodfords St.,
Ponland. For more information, call
878-2263,767-2315, or 774- 1203.
WINGS Single Parent Support
Group meets Thursdays , 7-9 pm at
the Redbank Community Center, S.
Portland. For more information , call
772-2287,
.Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
meets Apr 10, 6:30 pm at the Dana
Building , Maine Medical Center, Portland. Speaker will be Maurice Boyd,
northeast regional director of the international office, will discuss and answer
questions on fundraising . For more information, call 854-1810
Divorce Perspectives Program for
divorced men and women designed to
provide assistance and support with
the adjustment process in ·re-entry·
and beyond. meetings are Wednesday
at 7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Wood fords St..
Portland. ·Stress - the stress body
connection" is the topic of the Apr 11
meeting. Meeting is open to all people
considering or facing the problems of a
divorce, Donation $1 .50 . For more information, call 774-HELP .
H.O_P.E. Self-help support groups with
facilitators meet weekly to help heal
the emotional pain associated with
serious diseases. Meetings are at Unity
Church, 16 Columbia Rd., Portland,
Tuesdays 2-4 pm, 5·7:30 pm and
Thursdays 10 am-12 noon. There are
also support groups for the family and
friends of the ill which meet Thursdays,
7-9 pm. For more information, call 1800-339-HOPE.
Tax Help Walk-in assistance Mon-Fri,
8:30 am-4 :30 pm at Mall Plaza, S.
Portland. Phone help: State Income
Tax, 1-800-452-1983; Federal Income
Tax, 1-800-424-1040.
AA Meetings Interpreted for the
Hearing Impaired First Monday of
month at Remember When Group, 8
pm in the Mercy Hospital auditorium ,
Portland ; third Friday of month Cape
Elizabeth Group, 8 pm at St. Alban 's
Church, 885 Shore Rd., Cape Elizabeth; third Monday of month Keep
Coming Back Group, 8 pm at the Zion
Church, 46 Sheridan St., Portland ;
fourth Wednesday of month Double
Dozen Group, 7:30 pm at the Clark
Meth. Church, Pleasant and Forest
Ave., Portland; second Tuesday of
month Falmouth Group, 8 pm at SI.
Mary'S Church, RI. 88 Falmouth. Falmouth. Call 774-3034 for more information .
Depressive and Manic Depres.
sive Anonymous Support and Information group meets Mondays, 7 pm in
Room 2, Dana Center, Maine Med,
Portland. For more information, call
774-HELP.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth lloor), Portland, lists many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more information,
call 774-0877.

conti"""d on page 20
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A Mexican .Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Fabulous Food • Mar2aritas

from south of the border
from out M this world
OPEN 1 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 814-6444
• TID Juan's CONCORO, NH
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Alice In Wonderland Children's
Theater of Maine presents Lewis Carroll's story Apr 14, 21, 28, May 5 at 10
am in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM
Portland. TICkets are $4 per person.
For more information, call 854-0389.
Once Upon a Time Po~and Symphony Orchestra with guest artists from
the Portland Ballel Company perform
Fishing EvenlngSebago Trading Post
fairy tale music and two scenes from
is offering an informal session with
Prokofiev'S ballel "Cinderella" Apr 9fishing equipment specialist David
10, 9:30 and 11 pm al Portland City
Pourier Apr 6, 5-8 pm at the Sebago
Hall Auditorium. Tickels are $2 for
Trading Post, Rt. 302, N. Windham.
students and adults. Reservation forms
For more information, call 892-6315.
are available from Ma~ie Thompson,
State Powerllftlng ChampioD213 Main St., Cumberland, 04102.
ships Winner is determined by perFairy Tale Festival Storytelling,
formance in three events: the squat,
related activities and refreshment for
bench press and deadlift. Men's comchildren ages 6 and up Apr 7, 2 pm at
or
Brent
Musburger,
forrner
petition will be held Apr 7, 10 am at
the Portland Public Library, Monument
CBS megacaster, should be a
Southem Maine Technical College,
Square. Children are also invited to
South Portland. Women's oompetition
natural for Burger King manwrile Iheir own fairy tales and send
held Apr 8, 10 am. For more informathem to the library to be displayed in
agement. His name has a burtion, call 773-1338.
the Children'S Room. For more inforger at the end of it and he's
Running Upcoming Road races:
mation, call Mary Peverada at 871into the philosophy, "someGreater Por~and 5-Mile Patriots Day
1700.
times you have to break the
Race Apr 16, 12 noon (797-4242 or
Egg Decorating Workshop for chilrules,"
at
least
for
good
taste.
874-1070); April Amble Four-mile race
dren ages 6 to 12 to learn how 10 dye,
We won't have Brent to kick
Apr 29,9:15 am at Westbrook College
strip pie, collage, mark, paint and dearound anymore. From the
in Portland (797-7261 ext. 212);
sign beautiful eggs Apr 7 10:30 amSuper Bowl to Tibet FingerOakhurst Milk Run May 27, 10 am at
12:30 pm and 1:30-3:30 pm at the
Southem Maine Technical College,
nail Biting who will take the
Portland Museum of Art, Seven ConSouth Portland (Maine Track Club, P.O.
gress Square. Fee for the workshop is
place of the omnipresent
Box 8008, Portland 04104).
$8 for museum members, $10 for non- .
Brent? Scuttlebutt from Dave
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
members and includes all materials
in Portland's YMCA men's
Upooming trips: Spring camping in
except eggs (hard-boiled or hollowed
locker room produced this
Acadia National Park Apr 6-8 (772eggs should be brought). Refreshments
gem.: "You watch, it will be
9831); Rock climbing instruction at
will be served. Prepayment and prereglike Jason returning, only
Jockey Cap in Fryebu rg for $35 Apr 28
istration is necessary. For more inforworse. Howard Cosell will
or 29 (774-4231). For more informamation, call the museum's education
come back to the microphone
tion, call the Outdoor Hotline at 774department at 775-6148.
1118.
at CBS and hack us all to
Leaming to LookArtAfterschool ProTrek Across Maine Annual 185-mile
gram al the P~and Museum of Art
pieces."
from Sunday River to Rockland to raise
offered in conjunction with the coming
MikL Quinn
money for the American Lung Associaexhibit "A~ul Deception: The Craft of
tion of Maine June 15-17. Information
the Forger" Apr 28-June 2. Children
meeting on the Trek will be held Apr 17,
ages8-12wlllleam about composition,
7-8:30 pm in the Public Safety Build- Leg Alert Health Screening for periphtechnique and color theory by closely
ing, Middle Street, Portland. For more
eral artery disease Apr 12, 10 am-3 pm
copying paintings, prints and drawings
information, call 1-800-462-LUNG.
at First Congregation Parish House,
in the museum oollection. The ODSt lor
Golf for Good Reason American
Route 115, Gray. No appointment
the six-week Saturday moming series
Lung Association of Maine in conjuncneeded. For more information, call
is $64 for museum members, $81 for
tion with 42 Maine golf courses is offerOsteopathic HOSpital of Maine at 879non-members. Pre-registration and
ing a Golf Privilege Card which entitles
8035.
prepayment is required. For more inthe holder to one free round of golf at Menopause Workshop Women to
formation, call the Education Departeach of the participating courses .. The
Women in Yarmouth is offering a onement at 775-6148.
Card represents a value of over $500
day workshop "Menopause - Meeting- Stories for Kids Portland Public libut can be purchased for $60. For
Women's Mid-Life Challenge" Apr 30,
brary (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri,
more information, call 1-800-4629 am-4:30 pm at the Harraseeket Inn in
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library
LUNG.
Freeport. Topics to be discussed in(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am; Peaks IsCoaches Clinic Portland Recreation
clude estrogen replacement, osteopoland Branch (766-5540)' Wed, 10:15
is offering the National Youth Sports
rosis, nutritional needs of a menopausal
am; South Po~and Public Library (799Coaches Association volunteer
woman and sexuality aher menopause.
2204): Fri, 10:15 and 11 :15 am (3-5
coaches clinic for Little League baseCost for the day, including a oomplete
yearolds); Scarborough Public Library
ball and softball coaches Apr 10 and
(883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm
whole food lunch, is $85 before Apr 19,
12,6-9 pm. Topics include the psychol$95 thereafter. For more information,
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5
ogy of coaching, first aid and safety,
call 846-6163.
year olds); Prince Memorial Library,
maximizing athletic performance and Health Screenings Health PromoCumberland (829-2215): Wed, 10:30
practice organization. Pre-registration
bon Program of Community Health
am (2-3 year olds); Thu, 10:30 am (3is required. For more information, call
5 year olds).
Services sponsors adult health screen874-8793.
ing for diabetes, anemia, colorectal Flicks for Kids Portland Public liPizza Ride 10-20 mile bike ride along
cancer, high blood pressure and chobrary (871-1700): Sat, to.30 am and
the ocean and marshes of Cape Elizaleslerol. Time permitting, two or more
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (797- beth and Scarborough with the CasOD
tests per person are available. Dona2915): Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island
Bay Bicycle Club April 12 and following
tion. Date, time and locations are as
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 3:15 pm;
Thursdays, beginning at 6 pm at Pat's
South Portland Public Library (799follows: Apr 10, 9:30-11 :30 am at Oak
Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill in
Leaf Terrace; Apr 12,10 am-12 noon,
2204): Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm.
Scarborough. For more information,
Salvation Army, Cumberland Ave.,
call 799-1085.
Portland. For more information, call
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicy775-7231 ext. 551.
cling, hiking, camping, canoeing and
other trips sponsored by the Casoo
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.

<ontin ...d from page 19
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Quality COntemporary &
Scandinavian Designs!

ouse '

343 Forest Ave. • Portland, Maine. (207)773-4715

index
animals
antiCjues

horne services
learning
legal services
auctions
lost & found
auditions
musical instruments
billboard
notices
biz services
person to pe'SOll
boats
recreation
body & soul
business opportunities ride board
roommates
catering
stuff for sale
child care
wanted
dating services
wheels
employment
yard sale
entertainment for hire
real estate. for sale
flea markets
real estate. for rent
gigs

SPORT

Sports quote
of the week

~ !§£~C!dinoaurvsiea
n
ScandinaVIan Designs!

-4715

,

SEALY

,
,.

ETC

SLEEP SOFAS
with
,, ,

.

~

POSTUREPEDIC
INNERSPRING
MATTRESSES

• ALL·

50% OFF
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10-8, Sat. 10 - 6, Sun. 12 - 6

.Jail N' Bail American Cancer Society
fundraiser ralses money through phony
bails pledges from people arrested
during the event Apr 5-6. Co-workers
and friends may be thrown in "jail- at
Loring Short and Harmon for a donation of $25. Additional funds are raised
through the payment of bail. People
interested in signing up a "criminal" for
Jail N' Bail can call the American Cancer
Society toll-free in Maine at 1-800-4920113 or 775-5809 between 8:30 am4:30 pm .
Miss Maine Scholarship Pageant
How To Eat Like A Child Children'S
Cut"A"Thon to benefit the scholarTheater of Maine presents an all-chtlship fund Includes haircuts, manicures
dren production Apr 7 at lOam In the
and makeovers Apr 8, 10 am-5 pm at
USM Portland gymnasium. TIckels are
Amore, second floor of One City Cen$4 per person. For more information,
ter, Portland. Cost is $20 per service.
call 854-0389.
For appointments, call 774-1774.
Children Museum of Maine Work" Enriched Golden Age Club, 297
shops 'Papermaking with Richard
CumberfandAve., Portland, inviles men
Lee" Apr 7, 10 am-12 pm, all ages;
and women, 80 and over, to Wednes'Foreign Culture Day: Israel" Apr 10,
day luncheons ($1.50). Easter cele3:15-4:15pm, schoof age; "Egg-Cellent
bration Apr 11. Reservations must be
Easter" Apr 12,11 am-12 pm, premade in advance by calling 774-6974.
school. All workshops are free wilh Organic Farming for the Home
museum admission except the paperFood Supply Workshop offered by
making worllshop. The Children' Muthe University of Maine Cooperative
seum is located at 746 Stevens Ave.,
Extension Apr 10, 7 pm at Brunswick
Portland. For more information, call
High School. Free and open to the
797-KITE.
public. To register, call 780-4205.
Strings In Action Portland Sym- Chocolate Love..' Fling to benefit
phony Orchestra'S Kinderkonzert Sethe Rape Crisis Center of Southern
ries for children ages 3-7features mime
Maine Apr 29, 1-5 pm at the Ballroom
John Saccone and members of the
of the Sonesta Hotel, 157 High St.,
P$O in a performance of selections
Portland. Celebrity judges will be on
from Vivaldi's "The Four Seasons: and
hand to select the finest chocolate
Haydn's "Lark" and "Sunrise" quartets.
creations in several categories from 50
Portland performances are Apr 5,9:30
area restaurants. TIckets are $25 in
am, 10:30 am and 1 pm at the Italian
advance, $30 at the door. For more
Heritage Center. For more information
information, call 772-7514.
and reservations, call Marianne Greenlaw at 799-5551.

WELL FOR

NESS KIDS

Women's Voices Work Choices
Workshop empowering women to create the work life they need and want
Apr 7, 9:30 am-4:30 pm at the Maine
Women Writer's Collective at
Westbrook College, Stevens Ave.,
Portland. Fee is $75. For more information, call Barbara Babkirk at 7610071.
Your Lower Back and Yoga Portland Yoga Studio workshop offers pointers to help protect your lower back in
daily life and yoga practice Apr7, 8:2510:25 am at 616 Congress St., Portland. Cost is $10 prepaid, $12 drop-in.
For more information, call 799-5684.
Free Yoga Class The Yoga Center at
Thompson's Point, Sewall St., Portland offers a free class Apr 8, 1-2:30
pm. Spring session of classes begin
Apr 9. For more information, call 7994449.
Authentic Movement Workshop
series with master teacher and improvisational performer Susan Schell.
Authentic movement is movement of
the self experienced through the body,
mind and spirit. Workshop offered Apr
14,1-4 pm at Ram Island Dance studio, 25A Forest Ave., P~and. $20.
For more information, call 897-6387.

•
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SMP (single, meaty pig)
Attractive, tender; seeks ElVIS
look·a-Ilkes, impersonators, and
persons of various thealrical and
musical persuasions, 10 shake
booties at Third Annual State 0'
Mame BBQ Team Pig Pickin' Party
and Send Off to be held late April.
Also seeking same for World
Championship BBQ Conlest al
Memp!1is in May. Send photo, hand
drawmg or any personal/relevant
information to : State 0' Pig, Oinc,
POB 1118 Portland ME 04104 or
cafl Jon al Uncle Billy's 767-7119.
WIDOW 32, thoroughly charming
bul quite impossible, seeks good
company, good sex and someone to
take me to the chtropractar. CBW
Box 830 TPL 22042
SWF29
There was a yeung woman in Maine
Whose love ife was on the wane
So she took out an ad
For a fun-loving lad
And she's hoping it won't be in vain
She's attractJve and slim
But never too prim
Take a chance, you've only to gam.
CBW Box 827
CHIPPENDALE MASSEURE
ladies only, discretion assured,
hourly attention to your comfort
and details. Start with lunch In
Portland then decide. Wrile and
tell where and when, phone number
If you desire. CBW Box 828 TPL
22043
SWM 25 NON-SMOKER, body
bUIlder, romantic, kind and honest.
I'm tan, Will dressed, built and loyal,
nol arrogant Seek shapely, open·
mmded and lOVing lady to share my
mind and bcdy I'm not desperate
and I aim to please. CBW Box B33
TPL 22047.
ATTRACTIVE,PROFESSIONAL
male 25 seeks very discreet
relationship with adventurous
woman seeking same Warm and
sincere. Please wrlle. CBW Box
834 TPL 22048

SWM 25, SHY reserved, enjoy
sports, loves God, looking for SWF
20·29 with similar taste. Would
love to go out and have fun. Send
photo and letter. CBW Box 844
TPL 22056
MWM 29 SEEKING Similarly
situated siren, 25·45, of
Rubenesque proportions for ribald
rendezvous and a tempestuous
tryst. Sensitivity and discretion
assured. PO Box 472 DTS
Portland ME 041 t2 TPL22057
SPRING FRIENDSHIP wanted I
OW,. 33, honesl, canng, attractive,
easygoing non-smoker seeks SWF
21-34 with a sunny personality, a
fit and chem-free body and a
dazzling smile. Let's learn to kayak
togelher.
CBW Box 845 TPL
22058
WOULD THE TALL, energetic,
healthy (in both mind and body)
man who is looking for a female
counterpert, please contact mel
This 5'8", 41 year old OWF needs
some new experiences in her life.
Please help.... all ideas Will be
seriously considered. LeI's get
together and make 1990 a year 10
remember (in more ways than one)1
CB W Box 846 TPL 22059
GWM 30'S would like to meet GM
any age, Sebago Area, for
friendship. I am healthy and
logether, With many inleresls and
~.ou be, too. Reply PO Box 60,
Raymond ME 0407f
MAYBE YOU'LL LIKE the fact
that I'm 28, Single, good lookin' and
fun. I like country music, rugged
men, dogs, champagne, God,
roolJl~ns, ilaying, and hugs. Maybe
I'll like the fact that you are 24-35,
single, good Iookin' and fun. You like
fishing, snu9gles by the lire,
shoolin' pool, Budweiser, football,
and good nmes. Just maybe ...CBW
Box 847 TPL 22061
DfDJA HAPPEN to nolice that I'm
not wearing a watch? You know
where to reply. TPL 22062

datin services

+The+
Venus Project
Astrological Match-Making
For Singles Who Want A Lasting Relationship

<?

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
Bryan BoltanD 8. Katarlna Witt
Ice Spectacular.
SWM ticket holder seeks unattached
SWF (40-50) to share this
show on Easter Sunday evening.
To find out more, write

CBW Box 848 TPL 22063
If you have placed an ad ... the Casco Bay weekly
PEl!SQrl8Is,
ad is aJbnaticaIy eni3red ... the
PERsoNALC?'THE WEEK contest We are Iooki1g
b' ads thai are aeaIive, witty and tun.
Wnners wil receive thei'tid<ets ... the mal.

SfNGLE MOM WANTS to lorm
her own "Brady Bunch: My kids
and yours. You and me. Familv is
important 10 us both-but
hard ...going It alone. Crazy? Sure.
But oh what an adventure I She's
DWF, 30's. You're SWMIDWM 31}45. Let's do it. Write now. CBW
Box 839 TPL 22060
SINGLE JEWISH MALE, 43.
Writer and photographer.
Reformed rogue. EnJOyS 9reat
literature and great art. Seeks
woman wllh generosity of spirit,
tremendous courage and openness
of heart. Respond 10 CBW Box
840 TPL 22052
THfS NON-SMOKING GF,41,
appreciates honesty, integrity,
discretion, maturity and
moderation (vs. excess/obsess);
seeks other GF's for walks, talks,
quiet times and friendship. CBW
Box 842 TPL 22054.

OWM WHO REMEMBERS Pearl I
Harb~r, seeks voluptuously
callipygian WF, 32 to 46, who IS
cheerfully arliculate and
generously endowed with graoaful
femininity. CBW Box 843
BRYAN BOITANO & Katarina
WItt/ Ice Spectacular. SWM ticket
holder seeks unattached SWF (40SO) 10 share thiS show on Easter
Sunday evening. To find out more.
write CBW Box 848 TPL 22063
GM. 30'S, SEEKS other GM'S who
enloy theater, dancing, intimate
dinners. Ufe is sweeter when it's
shared. Send leiter at length,
phone #, PO Box 6101, Falmouth,
ME 04105 TPL 22064
COUPLE IN THEIR 40'S would
like 10 meet another couple or
female for. gel-Iogelhers.
Someone who likes Indoor-outdoor
hfe. Will answer all reilles. CBW
Box 849 TPL 22065

Run your Person To Person
ad for 2 weeks and get
2 more weeks

.... ~~~!!!!!!

••••••••••••••••••••••
SPRING FLING
••••••••••••••••••••••

The reasonable one-time fee maintains
your membership until you have the
relationship you want

Call Today for a Free Brochure
800-446-2979

Just write "SPRING FLING" on
your coupon and send it to
CBW Classifieds

8 Pheasant Lane • Lexin ton, MA 02173

Can we talk?
About personals?
You bet we can.

TALKING
PERSONAL
Now, nor only can you read the pcrsol1<l ls - but you can also
listen nnd even tall( to them!

Talking PersoMls are a quick and easy way to find out 'more
about the person placing the ad. to share more about yourself.
or JUSt to see who 's out there .
•
To listen to the Talking Personals In this Issue. lust follow these
simple directions:

I. Dial I -900-896- 2824 from any touch tone phone.
[acll call cost 95< per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers. dial access code 22.
3. Now the machine will ask for a speclNc number.
[nter the TPL' number listed at the end of the ad you
wish to respond to.

4. Listen to the recorded message, and leave your
response tf you wish. It's as easy as that!

All calls are screened. Obscene messages will be deleted,
To place you own Talking rersonal ad, call Melissa Johnson at 775-6601_

So let's talk personal!
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biz services
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck
available to do odd lobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix most
everything. Excellent relerences,
call any time, day or night, 7742t 59, leave message.
INCOME TAXES at reasonable
rales Accurate, prompt, personal
service. Electronic filing for quick
refund . For appoinlment or
eslimale call John Hudson al 7721199, 7AM 10 10PM, 7 days a week.
FREE FREE FREE Junk car
removal .. Any condition, cer carner
avail Call 774-0268

~~~L'(.t'f~L'(L'(L'(L'(L'(L'("

INSIDE OUT ~

PETE KELLY
Carpenter
Builder
Designer

HOUSE ~
PAINTING
fine painting ~
at
~
a terrific price ~
.
~
761-2820 ~

i

new construction
remodeling

fully insured
871-8086

....:...................................................................................................................................

SPARKLE PLENTY

~

the house cleaning service with
POLISH!!!!

~

"Nobody likes 10 hear
about company dirt,

879·7049
~=====t:::I=====1i

~

~
~

WINDOW-

CLEANING

~
761-2820
~
~"Y'..'Y'I..""~~"""""'~~"""""~'9\..'!P>.~""""'''''''''''''''''''''~'.'':?''-''''''''''':''''''''~
Hand Painted
Finishes
Marbling, Antiquing
Colorwashing, etc.

o

772-1735 0

body &soul
TAROT/PSYCHfC READINGS
by Sue. Skilled In helping people
Ihrough Iifelearth changes. 15
years experience. Call after 5PM
for appolntmenl. 772-6537
WHOLE FOOD WORKSHOPS
for folks in tranSition to a

;

.
I
I
t

,

'

vegelarian eating style 3 sessions:
Apnl3, 10 and 1710a.m. to noon.
Spring speCial $35. For more
,nformal,on or registration, call
774-8889
AUTHENTICITY
AND
VOCATION: HONORING THE
SACREDNESS OF YOUR LIFE BY
STANDING IN THE FIRE OF THE
IMPERATIVES OF YOUR HEART
Weekend relreal. Ap,,1 6, 7, & 8.
Notre Dame Splfltual Center,
Alfred ME. For Informallon call:
Dwinell & Hall, 2071799-1024.
WEEKLY GROUPS for women. We
are many vOices and we choose a
variety of life styles and in thiS
group, we come togelher to honor
our common ground of being-Ihe
feminine. Mon. 7:30·9:30 pm April
23-June 4 or Tues. 9:00am-ll:00
am April 24.June 5. $20lwk. For
more informalion and registration,
Kristine Myers Watson, M.A. 775·
0366
Recovering Self Esleem
in the Body
To live is 10 love your Body
This 2 day Workshop lor
women can help you il:
, you are tired of wasllng your
life obsessing over your body's
flaws
, you long for a healthier and
more accepting relationship
with you body
, you feel al odds wilh ·ideal·
Images of women promoled
by the media
, you experience d,s-ease from
chronic pain or reslncted
funcllon
Co-led by: Marilyn Hardy, MS
Authorized Feldenkrais
PractltKlner
Caroline Loupe, MA
Regislered DanceMovement Therapsl
When:
Sal. & Sun.
April 28 + 29
10-5pm; l0-4pm
Where: On Center
222 St. John SI1312
Portland ME 04102
Cost
$160.00
for more information cell Manlyn@
767-3909 or Caroline@871·8274

0
0
0
0

fine businesses and
homes for six years

PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHER
7735221

m !ll!l'J"mit I

Home, Office, Condo

Let us hear about your dirt!

~

~

CLEANING

I

Casco Bay
Services

~""~~~""~""''6..~'4..'6.~

~"""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

GAYLE
PETTY
KANE

except us,"

,

dormers. fra7Je to finish
basement remodels
a specialty

for rent

KODAK FfLM FOR .10 per roll
when you own a Gold Card. Low
developing prices, unique glflldea.
For details SASE : PiClure
Perieel, PO Box 5371, Ponland
ME 04101
KEEPfNG ON TOP of ~our bills?
Ledgers all up 10 dale. Tired of
havin~ 10 do your own books. Call
AMS ooks and we'll ease your
bookkeeping nightmare. Call 761 1169 and leave message.
VIDEO for ~rls, filness, and
performance elng I Producllons.
Call 879-9113

BIG COMPANY ACCOUNTING
for small business and selfemployed individuals. We offer a
compulerized accounting service
which IS fast, reliable and costeffeellve. Kyou want to spend your
time on things more valuable 10 your
business, cell us for accounting and
tax services. 799-4316
MAfNE PAYROLL SERVfCE·Payroll made easy: $1 per cheek
charge. Complete gov'l and tax
reports. Satisfacllon guaranteed.
Call 797-0266

free estimates

~

DavidCohen
773-0817

0
0

GIRLS WANTED From Ponland
and surrounding areas, between
~es 9-1910 compete in this yeafs
ISS Pre-Teen, Jr. Teen and Teen
1990 Portland Pageanls. Over
$15,000 in prizes and scholarships
includin~an all expense r.id lrip 10
Nationa in Orlando, F . Call for
information, 1-800-345-2330 ext
0945
PEPPERCLUB HosliBusperso n
for Sunday ~reakfast 8am-2am
plus olher shlhs. Apply 10 person
al 78 Middle Streel12pm-2pm
FREELANCE WRITERS wanled
for local visilor guide. Looking for
short, general faalure stones thai
are brlghl, entenaining and copy
parieet. Pros only please. Call 1800·244-6344 weekends.

PARKSIDE NEIGHBORHOOD
large remodeled 1,2, & 3 bedrooms,
heat, hOi water, laundry, stove,
ref"dg, slove. $500-$675Imonlh
773-5023

for rent
DIAL-A-HOTLINE Free Iouchlone
info on apartments, condos, and
houses for renVsale. No gimmicks.
Just lucky finds al your fingertips.
24 hours. 799-0186

OLD PORT ARMS
56 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND,MAlNE
Quaint, spacious, one-b~droom apartments
available in a variety of styles, including
loft with ocean view, two-level with fireplace_ Our uniquely stylish apartments arc
located in the heart of the Old Port. Rents
range from 5450 to $525/month plus utilities_
For an appointment call Spectrum Ine_
weekday mornings at 797-0223

Spectrum Inc.

wanted
DO YOU HAVE e!lra offlc:
space? Small, sunny conscIOus
office wanted In or near Old Port.
Access 10 phOIOCOPler and fax
deSirable. Call 871-0287.

roommates

WANT TO REACH 40,000 of
Greater Portland's most
inleresting readers. Advertise
your business or service in Casco
Bay Weekly's growing Classifieds
sect""'.

PARK/SPRING ST. Two blocks
10 PSA. Clean, quiel, $75lweek
and up. Ulil. inc. Kitchenlbalh
privileges. Laundry. Furmshed and
unfurnished. Responsible, chemfree
adulls. Ref and See. 775-2540

for rent
MUSIC
R
roomlrecording studio , intown
Portland, ground floor, 24 hour
eas¥ _"-~~: 77 4-3366

STUDIO SPACE
.

at the

ARTIST'S STUDIO
A historicaJly remodeled
building devoted
entirely to artists.
Now has two incredible
openings
$135. and $100. per
month,
Darkroom space, all
utilities included.

799-4759

notices

Macintosh

Portland
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make great

ESPRESSO/CAPPUCINO
Pro QuaII'ty Mac h'me
Factory Rebuilt

$500 or blo
761-3930

MOVING-MUST SELL quickbookshelves $IOea., 15 windows
$12 for all, behemolh shelf unit
$15,4 truck tires (P 185-75RI4)
$50 for all, bureau $10
microwave oven $60, file cabinet
(4 112') $20, JBL 4312 pro
speakers $325 829-6513
NINTENDO CARTRIDGES with
Inslruclion booklels for sale, $15
per cartridge, call 865-6722,
leavemessage
BIZARRE AND biodegradable
bumper stickers. For complete
listing send SASE to : Box 201
Cape Coltage ME 04107

wheels

READY TO FLY! Red Hawk
Ullralight, enclosed cockpit, push
button start, full aerllons and
flaps. On wheels, with floats.
$6500 or blo. Calmaran wllh new
Irampoline and rollerreefing "g.
$1400 799-4305

USED BIKES

the~clhed

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~

Portland
~
Chiropractic Natural Health Center ~
~
Dr. Karen Danko, D.C., N.D.
~
~
~

~
~

wboltstic chiropractic, naturopatby
475 Stevens Ave Portland ME 04103
772-1896

~

~
~

LESSONS· GUIIAR • LESSONS • BASS

LEARN
.. (lin"" .. BAlI ..
• DRUMS.
.. PlAHO/UYIIOAID
.. IYNTHIIIIZliIl ..

*

It Portland',
_IRONS
.. .,,"Ie T••ching FlIClliIJ!

:

\

:

counselor, bypnotist, psycbic

:

business

by aPPOintment 871-0032
\
persorml development classes
\
t
relaxation,
bealing, meditation,
psychiC
. " .-.pr _ _
.. , ... JO'"
___
..... __ -_ _ A\
,~,

Auctioning off your yard?

\

t
t

.,~JO-.- ,_~~,.__~_~",..

775-6601

,

82 SUBARU 4WD GL WAGON 4
sp. Dual range. AMlFM, hllch, 80k,
good malnt., good rubber, no
sticker $900 874-0304
I
1981 DATSON B210 AMIfM, new
brakes, t,res and exhaust. Cleana.r
$725. Call 773-0895 30 day
warranty on engine, Iransmlssion
and rear end. New slicker
PARTS CAR, 82 MERC. LYNX ..
Great body. Brand new tires,
brakes, exhaust elc. Wig sell whole
or in perts Call Dan 863-6535

t983 CHRYSLER LEBARON red
4-dr aUlo, cruise, 30 mpg, no rusl,
looks great, runs good, wellma,ntalned, reeeni st.:ker $1800
or best. 846-4324
86 112NISSAN KING CAB PtU
{) speed. Good solid dependable.
truck One owner. Woman salesman
Runs excellant. $400 . call n'ghts
MIChelle 775-1435
77 AMC HORNET WAGON runs
well. $250 Call Dan 883-6835

for Adults working toward higher self-esteem,
personal growth & creativity
Graham Reaves, MA in Psychology
M.OIV_
SATURDAY
APRIL 2B, 1990
For more I.'ormatlon call
773-1314
or writ.
PO Box 1259
ME 04104

797-0202

Part picture, part homophone, pictophones are pictures of things whose
names sound the same-figures 1 and
D for example. 5eeif_you can rna tch the
rest. Then enter your solutions as indicated.
(Be straightforward, or nearly so.
The most frequent solutions will be
judged correct for grading purposes,
although we're sure there are others.)
J)

by Lynda Barry

633 FOREST AVE.
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LIKING ME J
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ANt) WKEN WE KISS HE DOESN'T Go UP

I

MY BRA. \lUT IS IT &AI) TI-IAT I
.WANT \-11 M TO? HE THINKS I AM So

AKEi<-. ANOfHEMSA':J lAMA LUGKIj DoG.

r;,

GOOD.

~\

ON THE APPLE TREE
AND C\-IERP-':J . (N HIt.
MORNING WHEN \ WALl<. 10 SCHOOL,
I KEEP SEEING THE BEAvTIFUL DETAILS.
I I< EcPS MElLI NG nIt: BEAVTI f\lL OXYGE 1'1
HE DOESN'T FRENct\. HI' WANTS PEACE
AND ECOloC,y_ BUT WfNK A\30VT IF I

FLOWERS.

?LVM

TREE

rRENCI-\ ~ ON ACCIDENT? ~ B~l~P

!-lIS' liPS AND E~ELASHES, HIS BRACE5.
HIS HAIR. II1E SMASHED FINGERNAIL
Q.!::L~ THUMe, IF HE KNEWMYSEeRET BADNESS, IF HE KNEW I HAD
I:):.PERIENCE. I KNOW Tf\E NAMt:S OF

FLOWERS. H~ACINTH, FORS'1THIA, AND

Fox GLOVE. THE BIRTI-IMARK ON f\IS
ARM. PLEASE GOD JUST tillP.l:!lE. hCT
GOOD, GIVE ME THE REVER-SE' OF
iRuTH SERVM. IF I CouLD ONLY TURN
THE E.",cH-A- S'f<ET(1-I OF Mi LIFE uPSIDE

DowN ,

,..caw

EFFECTIVE 1-1..00
AI chAIII ...... per week

" )IOU d.'IW NQIAIt InootrIto
,",",h~clyoJII
Qa..r..dAdt(~~
weihe bu-"-1"IIle.

AndIhUM)'OUb

Upto30wards
31-4.5wom.
46-60 words
EachAdd'WOfd

IrKIviduaI
$7.00
8,00

BusInH.

11.00

13.00
..20

.15
5.00

$0.00
11.00

cnoo.ng c.oo 0.,. WWlIy caw Box SeMc.
5.00
MESSAGE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

. . tor_w._ . . ___
to pmt J'OU' Mi•• wi! be NkI in ItIid c:onMenoll.

WWE _______________________
~R~

~A~

______________________

________

PAVMEHt
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Solution to Real Puzzle # 12
All you have to do is fill in the an-'
swer key with arbitrary Icttcrsand then
solve the puzzle as you would any
nonnal cryptogram.
The message was from Isaiah 40:4.

Every valley shall be
exalted, and every
mountain and hili shall
be made low; and the
crooked shall be made
straight, and the rough
places plain.
The answer key to Zigzag looks like
this:
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You CAN StueVE IT, HE LIKES SovL
MUSIC WHICH No PEOPLE OUT HERE' 00·
WH ~N WE TALK, I kNOW HIS FEELINGS

DAVID

WELL ':lOU kNoW HE IS
WONDERFUL. NANCL\ NEWllt,J AND SVE

BP.ANICA

Bur HOW CAN I EXPLAIN IT? I kNOW
HE IS pEP·,FEeT IN EVEP.~ WA'1 AND IF

arr _______________________
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Real Puzzle #14
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 041 02

11)

=~

PORTLAND' 773-3444

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? If so,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner, A $15
gift certificate from Green Mountain
Coffee Roastersawaits thcsecond prize
winner. Contestants arc ineligible to
winmore than one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
mustbereceived by Wed., Apr. 11. The
solu non to this week's puzzle will
appear in theApr.19issueofCasco Bay
Weekly.
stnd your best guess to:

10)

Poley belen
oompi.t..-.gl'iw
lorm.WrlI:e'-gibfy
ortype. -=I 1M

~[lAl\

Pictophones

2)
3)

CI. .1tI4d

t'~nsc,\lprons

Horoscopes
Your future,Your
personality your careElr
your spouse/mate
(207) 772-8415

call tDdayl

78 VOLVO 244 SEDAN standard,
European model, 150k, all
malnlenance teeords, sound body,
dean engine, new Mlchelins, battery.
Very reliable. $2700 Call 8719341 eves.
1973 MERCEDES 2200 4 Dr., 4
speed, runs and looks great
$3,250 or besl offer. 772-7860.

REPAIRS. ACCESSORIES. ENSEMBLE

Individual and Group Therapy

AD
HERE?

. ~------------------------------------------

r---a~-;c::ru-.-d;a~-;;;;:b;;;;;;;;i=:--l

and
Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP

YOUR

ARE YOU SELLING
YOUR GARAGE?

~#~~#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~#~

success- p.monal

WHY ISN'T

775-5117

~xxxxxxxxxxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

799-3346

h.,rl.,rl .. h,
Halchback, elc.
Sat. 417/90 (rain
155
Brackett SI Portland Across from
Reiche School. 10-5 NO EARLY
BIRDS I 829-6513

4)

ROOMMATES HERE! You need ROOMMATE NEEDED, N/Sthem, we've got them. Ponland's Share sunny Spring St. apt. Wilh
established roommate referral screened deck, storage, exercise
service has the periect person 10 room and OFFSTREET PARKING
share your home, or the pertect fowner plows). 112 mile to Intown
home for you to sharel For low fees, Portland, 1min. to Mercy Hosp., 10
and profeSSional service, cell THE min to Maine Med. Gas
ROOMMATE LOCATER 774- HT IHW, WID, woodslove and
Infrared security system Included.
9303
SUNNY, SPACIOUS West End Prefer profeSSional male,
api needs roommale who likes calS. conscientious, straJght, no drugs,
considerate of environment,
NIS. call 871-0110
ROOMMATE WANTED M1F. average 10 very neal, occeslonal
drinker, relallVely qUlel hfeslyle.
Share a house with 3 olhers off Similar
helpful. $350 +
Washington Ave, Back Bay Area. 112 baSICInlerest
tel. Call Rob 775-1034
Nice place, big back yard, two
REALLY nice dogs. $215/mo. or leave message
$100 sec Call Joel or George soon. PROFESSIONAL F 10 share my
Falmouth home near Mackworth
AVaJl Immediately 773-1215
LOOKING FOR MIF Roommata to Island, wid , parking, back yard,
move In preferably by early April. 2 fireplace, 1 112 balh, modern
BR townhouse off of Veranda St. kilchen, lighl smoker ok. $350 +
liVing area furnished . Ful l util Avail. May 1 Call 892-8072
basemenl, yard, prlvale parl<lng. PROFESSIONAL HOUSEMATE
On bus roule Ouiel neighborhood. to share large 7 room house In
$325 References required. Call downtown Freepon. $400lmonth
Sieve al 874-0736 or 774-0800. Inc. everything. 865-9020
GM ROOMMATE needed. MMC PARKSIDE NEIGHBORHOOD
large remodeled 1, 2, and 3
Area- May 1 Furnished, 50 week, bedrooms, heai hOI water, laundry.
100 depoSit, utilities included. 22+ stove, refng, slove, $500 -$675.
chemfree non-smoker Send lerter
lelephone number 10 CBW Box 20i 773-5023
FEMALE- NiS roommate to share
FEMALE .ROOMMATE 10 share chem-free comfonable house with
house on Higgins Beach WIth ma~ of 2 women, (1 owner) Near USM
34. $200lmonth and ulilities. Call Gorham cempus. Large bedroom,
'lcB3-6986 Mon-Fri 8am-l0am or slorage space, small yard
oovemessage.
$225lmonth plus 1/3 Utll. 892MIF NONSMOKER to share 3135 or 856-4542
furnished (complete With 1 dog and
2cats) house in quiel S.P.location.
$400lmonlh avail. May 1 Phone
799-4056

OK. HERE'S THE SCOOP. I am a
GM, 30, and am looking for 2 other
Similar GM to share a nice home off
Brighton Ave. Renl Will be
COME SAVE THE EARTH $300/monlh plus 113 util. House is
Togelher :
Join
·TUNA in quiel neighborhood. Has 2 baths,
BOYCOTTISave the Dolphins 3 BR, Wid, large deck, and pool.
Campaign." (Earlh First) Starting Sound good? It IS. Your aUributes
April 11. For further info conlact are 1- reasonably clean, (in other
words, you clean up your mess and
Consulting .... Training'" Programming
Jeffrey at 775-0482
Chip in for general housekeeping- I
Peter DeCrescenzo
am not your Molher, therefore I Will
nOI pick up after you), can handle
774-1682
liVing w,th a cet , 3-reahze there's
SOCial hfe other Ihan in a bar,4keep reasonable hours Look, thiS
may seem sluffy 10. you bul wllh
METAPHYSICAL readings from REIKf HEALING Let thiS TALANTED MIND
more than 1 person In a home, you
offers
a Spiritual perspeclive offer Japanese energy balaoollQ ec!1nG,ue unprofessional counselling services. have 10 think of others. If you're
inSight and pract.:al application relieve your stress and pain, leaVing eye can try to help you to deal with
Inlerested, cell Michael al 774you mentally clearrenewed, your own personal Individual
regarding your current energy
0712 after 6pm weekdays and
field, life lessons, pasl lives, revilallzed and feeling GREA TI problems. price negotiable. 45
anY.l lme on weekends . Home
personal symbols and archetypes. Call Kristen Erlco, 2nd degree minute sessions. Tuesdays and
aVaJlabie 10 move Into 4-1.
Tarol readings also available, call Practilloner al 773-1346
SO. PORTLAND, MIF nonsmoker
Thursdays only . Call for
Regina al 729-0241.
10 share SpeCIOUS 2BR aperlment.
appo,nlment. 772-8529. Ask for
$300lmonth Includes all bul phone.
WOMEN: Does being In love mean EXPRESSIVE MOVEMENT Tucker Katonah I
No pelS. Call RIC at 883-7385 or
being in pain? Leam how 10 change THERAPY WORKSHOPS AND INTUITION TRAINING uSing
dysfunclional
relationship GROUPS. Exploring the body's the process of centering, skill
~67-5193 evenings. Available Apnl
palterns, Therapy group now Wisdom and creatlvily through remembering, practicing and
.
forming based on ·Women Who movement, art and refleetion. One affirming 10 re -engage your
FEMALE AND CAT 100k1Og for
Love Too Much·, For more day workshops on MAY19 and Inlu ilive resources 15 hours
qUiet, nonsmoking female 10 share
Inlormatlon call 871-9256.
JUNE 16. New 4-week groups Includes male"als and lapes.
2BR South Portland aparlmenl
near Willard's Beach. $300 + 112
SWM LOOKING for male beginning in mid April. Contact Tuition $300. Call ROSie Byrer
uhls. Call 767-1781 Keep trying.
therapist and lor body worker. Caroline Loupe, MA. Reglslered 772-7532
York County weekly session. Have Dance Therapist. 871-8274
ROOMMATE
NEEDED for large
privale house or cen Iravel. Write
PERMANENT HAIR Rh-'IQVAL
Freeport farmhouse. No smokers or
CBW Box 200
pels. SI75/month +113 Utll. 865RELIEVE STRESS and ImprOVE
E1ectro.lysis
Oinic
1307 or 772-8689 days.
poslure With Rolf body therapy
FOR THESE and other fine P<lOI>e, Give yoursalf a lift with down to
upper lip, eyebrows,
NEAT MIF NIS to share sunny, 4
see Ihe WELLNESS DIRECTORY Earth bodywork. Information or
arms, bikini lines
BR apI . With 3 male profesSionals .
Quiel Woodford area, wid,
on page 8 in thiS week's Wellness consullallon 774-3175. An
Invest In Yourself
parl<ing, $200lmonth + 114 ulil.
Issue.
approach loward the whole Human
body.
775-2563
ROOMMATE
WNTED.House
Female
preferred 'or 4 bedroom
on
Rll in Scarboro. Indoor pool, large
IN TOWN COUNSELING CENTER
driveway, $225Imonth+ Utll. 8836635
T",atmentfo, Add;c,;ons, ACOA I",uc>, and Co-<Jependoency
SINGING LESSONS
by
Individuals, Group. and Couples
professional classical singer in
WANT TO REACH 40,000 of
LucyC. Chudzik
Portland.Myworkf~sesonvocal BAllROOM
DANCING! Greater Portland's mosl
207-761-9096
lechnlque, musical inlerprelation Experience the romanoe of partner interesting readers. Adverlise
and body and breathing awareness dancing. Learn 10 Jitterbug, waltz, your business or service In Casco
Licensed Subs<ance Abuse Counse/o,
Ihrough Yoga exercises. Call foxtrot, and slow dance. Next Bay Weekly's growing Classlfieds
477 Congress Slreel • Ponland, ME 04101
Chrisllna Astrachan 772-6031.
session begins Apn118. Call now section.
PROFESSIONAL FLUTIST now 775-1892
,
has openings for new sludents. All
,,,
ages and abililles welcome. Call
BARBARA FUDALA RN
,,
874-2455 and leave a message.
Therapeutic Massage
,,
GUITAR LESSONS and music
,,
memberAMTA
Iheory- all ages welcome- midi
: Swedisb, Polarity, and Deep Tissue Massage
class- 4 week course starts April
2. Call for more info. Steve
~ 1 Mitchell Rd
Maclean. m-3759
~ South Port1and ME
~.~e:f'I

stuff for sale
2 DRAWER LATERAL walnut file
cebinet Perlect condition. 1 year
old. Paid $500, Will sell for $175
or blo 799-1411
KAHLUA- MAKE YOUR OWNII
h's delicious, quick, cheap, and easy.
Send $3 for recipe to Donson
Dlstributers: PO Box 8190,
Portland ME 04104-8190
.----;----:---,

23

First prize goes to John Rich of Bar
Mills. Second goes to Nathan Nickerson of Portland.

For display classified (border ad) rates call Melissa Johnson at

caw:

775-6601
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Easter Basket Bouquet

Happy Easter - Happy Spring

Wonderful spring flowers bloom
from this versatile hand-crafted
bamboo basket. This delightful
centerpiece filled with a variety
of fresh spring flowers welcomes
Easter and the return of Spring!
Send this bouquet anywhere in
~~~
the country.

We've gathered several varieties
of fresh seasonal flowers and
greens to create this glorious
celebration of color. Presented
T~'~"'- in a clear egg shaped vase, this
airy centerpiece is certain to say
"Happy Easter - Happy Spring".

A Harmon Barton Exclusive

$30.00 / $35.00 / $40.00

$27.50 / $30.00 / $32.50

Bunny Basket Bouquet
Get your family and friends
really hopping with this bunny
shaped wicker basket bursting
with colorful spring flowers for
Easter.
A Harmon Barton Exclusive

$25.00 / $30.00 / 35.00

Bunny Bud Vase
This whimsical ceramic bunny
hugs a delightful array of fresh
~~:r-">.' spring flowers. A gift that is
/AI1.~r..; ~~~ sure to charm the hearts of
young and old this Easter.
A Harmon Barton Exclusive

$17.50

Send yatlierings 0 Joy
or 'Easter and Spring !
Glory of Spring Bouquet

·.

This glorious collection of color
welcomes spring into your
home. Fresh spring flowers
abound in a handsome ceramic
vase to express the joyous
feelings of Easter and Spring.
A Harmon Barton Exclusive
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Easter Bud Vase
This simple but stunning arrangement is bursting with
spring color. Freshly picked
flowers wace this lovely porcelain pearlized glazed bud vase. - ....'1"
A Harmon Barton Exclusive

$20.00

$30.00 / $35.00 / $40.00
Easter Garden Basket
Our stylish foliage garden is a
distinctive mix of assorted plants
surrounding one or several
beautiful cymbidium orchids.
This lasting collection is planted
in a bamboo basket delicately
shaded for spring.
A Harmon Barton Exclusive
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.,...",_u" / $35.00 / $40.00
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ORDER EARLY!
EASTER WEEK IS
APRIL 7-15

ALL MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED ON
PHONE ORDERS!

BARTON'S
'" '

-

117 Brown Street
WESTBROOK
854-2518

